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I. INTRODUCTION

1.
From November 5th to November 12th, 2018, a World Bank team1 carried out the 9th joint
implementation support mission (the Mission) of the Second Lao Environment and Social Project
(LENS2). The objectives of the mission, as announced by the management letter dated October
17, 2018, were to:
i.
ii.

iii.

iv.

Assess the progress made since the April 2018 mission towards PDO and the
overall performance of LENS2 project;
Evaluate the improvement of Environment Protection Fund (EPF)’s
implementation capacity since last mission, identify opportunities for further
improvement, and determine the level of WB implementation support;
Engage with Sub-project Delivery Agencies (SDAs) and EPF by providing
implementation and capacity building support to refine AWP, budget, and adjusted
Results Framework;
Discuss with the EPF on the allocation of remaining LENS2 budget to new or
existing sub-projects.

2.
The mission expresses its gratitude to all people and staff of departments and organizations
who have contributed to the mission for their active participation, advice and information.
3.
The mission visited 28 of the 39 sub-projects under LENS2. The Bank and EPF in
cooperation with MAF Department of Planning and Finance (DPF) and MONRE Department of
Planning and Cooperation (DPC) representatives visited Vientiane, Bolikhamxay, Khammouane,
Savannakhet provinces to provide implementation support to 10 sub-projects on PAs, wildlife
trade control, or environmental and social management, as well as 18 sub-projects at national level.
The team also supported the Minister of the Prime Minister Office (PMO) in visiting the Nam-EtPhou Louey (NEPL) National Protected Area (NPA) with the Department of Forest (DOF).
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The mission was led by Mr. Stephen Danyo (Senior Environmental Specialist, Task Team Leader) and included Mr. Sybounheung Phandanouvong
(Senior Social Development Specialist), Ms. Manoly Sisavanh (Consultant, Natural Resource Management specialist), Mr. Konesawang
Nghardsaysone (Trade Specialist), Mr. George Henry Stirrett (Environmental Specialist), Mr. Viengkeo Phetnavongxay (Environmental Specialist),
Ms. Siriphone Vanitsaveth (Senior Financial Management Specialist), Mr. Khamphet Chanvongnaraz (Procurement Specialist), Ms. Alina
Phonvisay (Program Assistant), Ms. Anita Soukhaseum (Program Assistant) and Mr. Gabriel Feuillet-Palma (Consultant, M&E and environmental
economics)
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4.
The mission findings summarized in this Aide Memoire were discussed during the wrapup meeting chaired by the Director of the EPF Technical Committee (TC) with SDAs from across
Lao PDR. The final version of the Aide Memoire was endorsed by the Bank management.
5.
This Aide-Memoire summarizes the key findings and conclusions of the mission, and
includes annexes that support the mission findings: (1) Implementation progress of component and
sub-project, (2) summary of the NEPL sub-project, (3) Mission agenda, (4) List of acronyms, (5)
List of People met, (6) Monitored Action Plan from April 2018, (7) the LENS2 Results
Framework.
II. PROJECT DATA AND RATINGS

6.
The Project is financed by the International Development Association (IDA) and the
Global Environment Facility (GEF). It was approved by the World Bank Board on April 2, 2014
and declared effective on July 4, 2014. Additional Financing was approved by the World Bank
Board on April 29, 2015 and declared effective on October 4, 2015. LENS2 is expected to be
completed on June 30, 2021.
Table 1: Key Project Data (November 30, 2018)
Project Data
Original Project Amount
Total Disbursement
Disbursement in 2018 to date (January to November)
Project expenditure as of November 2018
Closing Date

USD (millions)
US$ 38.83 million (IDA, GEF)
US$ 17.81 million (IDA, GEF)
US$ 5.361 million (IDA, GEF)
US$ 14.49 million
June 30, 2021

III. IMPLEMENTATION PROGRESS AND KEY FINDINGS

7.
Overall progress toward achieving the PDO is maintained as “moderately satisfactory”
based on achievements reported in the EPF’s August 2018 Semester Report and the findings of
this mission.
8.
Some PDO indicators are on track but those measuring environmental management
outcomes are lagging. This continues to compromise the LENS2 project rating upgrade to
“satisfactory” (cf. LENS2 Results Framework Annex 10). During the mission, this issue was raised
to SDAs including centralized authorities (MONRE and MAF), and targeted agreed actions have
been discussed and defined.
9.
Implementation performance remains “moderately satisfactory” because some
challenges identified during the last April 2018 mission persist on institutional capacity to monitor
and report accurately and timely, and the relatively high cost of supervising a large number of
unique sub-projects covering multiple sectors and themes. Overall improvement of LENS2
implementation is visible: 37 of the total 39 sub-projects are now at implementation stage, as
compared to mid-term in April 2017 when there were 15 sub-projects pending implementation.
The overall disbursement rate is 40.12% (US$ 15.578million, as of November 2018), an increase
of 9 points of percentage from previous mission. Disbursement from the Bank is slightly below
2
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the target for FY 2018. Disbursement and project expenditure should increase rapidly as (i) newly
approved sub-projects start implementing and spending (including supplemental financing), (ii)
the raising of the disbursement ceiling, and (iii) the NEPL sub-project starts up if/when approved
by the Bank.
10.
Sub-project implementation status. The LENS2 project has three components, each with
“moderately satisfactory” implementation: (1) institutional development and capacity building, (2)
management of wildlife and protected areas, and (3) project administration and EPF capacity
building. The portfolio of sub-projects under components 1 and 2 covers four themes: (i) protected
areas, (ii) environmental planning and management (including green growth planning), (iii)
wildlife law enforcement, and (iv) education and capacity building (including communication and
knowledge). These four themes together are the basis for the current portfolio of EPF sub-projects
financed by LENS2.
Sub-project Status
(November 2018)

# of sub-projects
financed by
LENS2

Note
No more LENS2 sub-projects are under preparation.

Under preparation

Pending approval by EPF
Board

0*

(*) MONRE PCD Additional Financing proposal under revision,
will be submitted to the EPF TC later in December 2018. MAF DPF
Additional Financing proposal under revision will be submitted to
the WB early in December 2018 for No Objection.

MAF/DPF subproject approved by WB in November 2018
and pending official approval by the EPF Board.]
1*

Pending approval by WB

1

Under implementation

38

Closed

0

Total

39

(*) MONRE DPC and MONRE NRERI Additional Financing
proposals already approved by WB respectively in July 2018 and
September 2018 are pending official approval by EPF Board

NEPL NPA SP approval delayed due to potential negative
impacts on NEPL sub-project objectives from proposed
60MW Nam Neun 3 hydropower project (outside LENS2
control)
The first subproject is scheduled to close June 2019 (Prime
Minister’s Office)

11.
Protected Areas management portfolio: The Protected Area Management Division
(PAMD) of MAF Department of Forestry (DOF) sub-project has made insufficient progress during
the past six months: while some positive results were noticed and confirmed during the last April
2018 mission, around 60% of all planned annual activities have not started and less than 50% of
the allocated budget will likely be spent this year. Critical technical trainings on outreach, law
enforcement, management planning and participatory land use planning (PLUP) have not been
delivered yet to the provincial agencies, which is impeding the implementation of core activities
in the field by the 7 related sub-projects implemented by 7 Provincial Agriculture and Forest Office
(PAFOs). The PAMD team informed the mission that trainings for the 7 PAFOs and technical
support will be delivered early in 2019.
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12.
Next steps are: (i) MAF/DOF will procure technical assistance to deliver technical training
on conservation outreach and law enforcement to PAFOs before January 30th, 2019, (ii) MAF/DOF
will update the AWPB FY 2019 incorporating agreed recommendations, particularly on ensuring
that the allocated budget and planned activities are realistic (restructuring the project if necessary),
(iii) MAF/DOF will accelerate trainings on PLUP and management planning to PAFOs and
continue to provide support to PAFOs; especially on safeguards aspects, and (iv) MAF/DOF will
need to urgently extend contracts for the international advisor and national safeguards consultant
to avoid losing implementation capacity, and as of December 6, 2018, seems to have already made
the decision to do so (to be confirmed). EPF will follow-up and assist MAF/DOF to improve the
subproject’s performance rating.
13.
Another critical sub-project is the Nam Et-Phou Louey (NEPL) National Protected Area
(NPA), flagged during the last April 2018 mission given the external threat from a proposed Nam
Neun 3 (NN3) hydropower dam project. Since the last April 2018 mission, the team has been
working closely with the Government to identify different options to continue to support the NEPL
NPA (that the government aims to declare as National Park at some point in the future) and to
avoid or mitigate negative impacts of the Nam Neun 3 (NN3) hydropower project. On November
8, 2018, the team was pleased to receive an official letter from the GoL informing the final
government decision to (i) suspend the existing project’s environmental compliance certificate,
(ii) revise the engineering design of the planned dam by lowering the full supply level of the NN3
project’s reservoir by 5 meters (Kindly note that the Bank has not had access to the dam design
documents, and has not offered an opinion on whether or not this design adaptation would avoid
impacts on NEPL NPA and dependent people), and (iii) to instruct the project developer to reconduct its environmental and social impact assessment (ESIA) based on the revised engineering
design.
14.
The immediate next steps are that (i) the WB will provide conditional No Objection to
the NEPL sub-project to avoid further delays in the sub-project implementation, with the
expectation that the sub-project will be restructured to remain within the absorptive capacity and
the LENS2 closing date, and concurrently, (ii) EPF will follow-up closely with DOF-NEPL and
draft a procurement plan including single source selection so that DOF can sign a contract with
WCS in January 2019, (iii) the DOF-NEPL team will start restructuring the sub-project to be
commensurate with the SDA’s capacity to absorb funds and deliver results within the remaining
LENS2 implementation period, and (iv) submit the restructured sub-project to the EPF and WB
for no objection before June 15th, 2019. In relation to these next steps, the mission noted that the
LENS2 Project Appraisal Document (PAD) approved by the WB Board on February 24, 2014,
states that “In case it is determined that an overlapping concession (or project) is either noncompliant with national safeguard laws or in opposition with the PDO, and that the promoters are
proceeding with implementation,… the sub-project will be cancelled, and no additional funds
would be made available for that NPA.”
15.
The mission also visited PAFOs in Bolikhamxay and Vientiane that were implementing
their subprojects very well, with Khammouane PAFO not far behind. Despite delays in the delivery
of training by DOF on community conservation and patrolling, these PAFOs have taken the
initiative to train themselves in many of these technical aspects. For the first time for most
provinces, the PAFO is leading the planning and implementation of protected area patrolling,
4
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experimenting with different methods to maximize effectiveness, and recording the results using
SMART software. They are working with the communities and discovering firsthand the
challenges of community-driven conservation. Despite the central government delays, most of the
visited PAFOs seem on track to deliver over 80% of the annual activities and disburse 80% of the
annual budget. At this stage, the LENS2 project has demonstrated added value in empowering the
Lao PDR Government to deliver conservation results for the first time (without field support from
an NGO or bilateral agency).
16.
Wildlife law enforcement portfolio: The wildlife law enforcement portfolio shows
substantial improvement that now needs to be consolidated. The mission arranged a technical
meeting, which was attended by representatives from law enforcements agencies supported by the
LENS2 project, with the aim of identifying actions to (i) strengthen synergies and coordination
among law enforcement agencies, (ii) increase the number of wildlife trafficking cases opened for
investigation (and so referred to the prosecutor), and (iii) improve the monitoring and reporting.
Based on the conclusion of this thematic meeting, next steps are: (i) The Department of Forest
Inspection (DOFI, under MAF) will arrange quarterly technical meeting involving all central law
enforcement agencies to enhance the sharing of information and intelligence as well as good and/or
innovative practice, (ii) DOFI will support POFIs to arrange quarterly technical meeting involving
provincial law enforcement agencies, (iii) DOFI will consult central and provincial law
enforcement agencies to update and improve the Information Management System (IMS) and
procure specific software for wildlife species identification adapted to the field operation activities
(e.g. Wildscan software), and organize trainings for staff to use the software.
17.
The DOFI and Customs Department (LCD) sub-projects were flagged during the last April
2018 mission, and are still a concern given persistent difficulties to monitor and accurately report
on wildlife crime cases detected and the low implementation performance. DOFI is the central
lead agency of the national Wildlife Law Enforcement Network (Lao-WEN). And Customs
department, by controlling and inspecting goods upon arrival in the country or before export at the
international checkpoints, is in front in the detection of illegal wildlife trafficking cases. These 2
sub-projects have a decisive role in the progress toward the LENS2 PDO. And, the mission
reminds that a strong sub-project implementation and some good progress from them are now
imperative given the extensive collection of intelligence recently received and the LENS2 project
time left.
18.
Next steps to raise the rating to “Satisfactory” are: (i) LCD and DOFI will arrange a
technical meeting with WB and EPF team and their AWPB based on agreed actions, (ii) DOFI, in
cooperation with DOF, will conduct the wildlife legality compendium workshop, and (iii) DOFI
will assist provincial agencies to disseminate SOP principles and establish and implement Standard
Operating Procedures (SOP) at district level. EPF will follow-up and assist MAF/DOFI and LCD
to improve their subprojects’ performance ratings.
19.
Environmental management and planning portfolio: the environmental management and
planning portfolio has uneven implementation performance although some good progress has been
made especially on strengthening the regulatory framework. Several key updated and/or new
regulations have been finalized during the last 6 months, contributing directly to the LENS2 PDO
One example is the new ESIA Prime Minister’s Decree, which has been developed by
MONRE/DNEP using its LENS2 sub-project funds, reviewed by the Ministry of Justice, finalized,
5
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and is slated to be signed by the Prime Minister before December 4th, 2018, supported by the IDAfinanced Green Growth DPO. This achievement represents a significant step toward greater
sustainability in Lao PDR’s growing economy, going well beyond LENS2 safeguards.
20.
Other notable results include the signature of a MoU to strengthen engagement and intercooperation between MONRE and the National University of Laos (NUOL) on October 15th, 2018.
This MOU is considered the first step of a joint effort between the two organizations on
environmental management in the country and to develop specific curriculum and trainings with
the aim to foster MONRE capacity. However, the environmental management sub-portfolio
contribution to the LENS2 PDO achievement remains a great concern: As of November 2018, no
up-to-date monitoring reports or pollution monitoring reports have been published on any
government websites. In addition, the Natural Resources and Environment Inspection Office
(NEIO) sub-project that was flagged during the last April 2018 mission, has now been under full
implementation for 3 months, and first results are expected to be visible in 2019.
21.
Next steps to raise the rating to “Satisfactory” are: (i) MONRE Natural Resource and
Environment Research Institute (NRERI) and Department of Natural Resource and Environment
Policy (DNEP), with support from MONRE Department of Planning and Cooperation (DPC), will
finalize the development of specific procedures to publish up-to-date reports on environment and
pollution monitoring on MONRE website, (ii) MONRE DNEP and NEIO will recruit a consulting
firm for developing the IEE/EIA database, and (iii) concerned MONRE departments will publish
the up-to-date reports on environment and pollution monitoring already done on MONRE website.
22.
Other critical sub-project, the Department of Environmental Quality Promotion (DEQP)
sub-project should be performing at a higher level than it has been recently. Although some
positive achievements have been made on strengthening environmental planning and the
regulatory framework, the sub-project is facing substantial delays in activity implementation;
especially on Integrated Spatial Planning (ISP). The mission recommended (i) defining a clear
workplan with an adapted timeframe and achievable deadlines, and (ii) procuring technical
assistance needed to support the work in progress and build internal capacity. EPF will follow-up
and assist MONRE DEQP to improve its subproject performance rating.
23.
Next steps to raise the rating to Satisfactory are: (i) revise the AWPB FY 2019 by
including a clear work plan, budget and timeframe, (ii) finalize the regulatory document on ISP,
(iii) support the finalization of provincial ISPs, and (iv) assist provincial authorities in the
mainstreaming of Provincial ISP recommendations into the provincial or sectoral development
plans.
24.
Sub-projects supporting green growth planning are achieving results. MPI and NIER
prepared the third Lao language draft of the National Green Growth Strategy and shared with the
Bank on October 29th, 2018; an English version of the second draft was shared a couple weeks
earlier. Governmental consultation was conducted by MPI and NIER on November 6th on the
Strategy, with a view to secure Prime Ministerial approval in late 2018 or early 2019. The mission
emphasized that because of the high-level nature of this Strategy and relevance for the next two
national five-year plans, the highest priority is to ensure that the Strategy is high quality and wellowned and consulted across Government.
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25.
Education sub-portfolio: Many of the National University of Laos (NUOL) sub-projects
are now some of the highest performing sub-projects in the LENS2 portfolio. The Faculty of Social
Science (FSS) sub-project has performed well and already spent 100% of the planned annual
budget. The sub-project team submitted a revised AWPB FY 2019 to the EPF and WB to increase
the budget ceiling for 2018 and 2019. They have completed Research and Training Centre on
Social Impact Assessment and Resettlement Management two years ahead of schedule and have
updated social safeguard courses that have been integrated into bachelor and master’s degree
programs (already completed by 895 students). FSS has also conducted 4 studies on social impacts
and mitigation measures identified and applied under development projects with a focus on
hydropower, mining and road infrastructure. FSS has partnered with the Ministry of Public Works
and Transport (outside LENS2) to provide the Ministry with cross support for ESIA, resettlement
training, and compliance monitoring for road improvement projects. Along with NUOL FSS, the
mission also found NUOL Faculty of Forestry Sciences (FFS) and NUOL Faculty of Natural
Sciences (FNS) to be performing very well. All three sub-projects (NUOL FSS, FFS, FNS) could
be considered strong candidates for additional financing based on strong implementation
performance and results reporting.
26.
The Faculty of Economic Business Management (NUOL FEBM), flagged during last
supervision missions, has made very positive progress over the past 6 months. FEBM now has
patrols and community-driven conservation being implemented in two protected areas (Phou Khao
Kuay NPA outside Vientiane, and Phou Chomvoy Provincial Protected Area), with patrolling
results in Phou Chomvoy far exceeding expectations (222 cases of wildlife crime detected, far
exceeding the 2018 target of 35 cases). By October 2018, the FEBM sub-project had already spent
82% of its annual budget and all previous procurement issues have been resolved. The mission
expects that FEBM will continue its positive progress, and no longer deserves to be flagged as a
sub-project in special need of management attention.
27.
EPF capacity to administer and implement the LENS2 project remains “moderately
satisfactory.” EPF’s capacities continue to evolve and some progress has been made during the
past six months. In September 2018, EPF introduced new performance-based criteria to enhance
the management of its sub-project cycle, including re-allocations, additional funding, cancellation
and closure of sub-projects, which should help boost transparency and performance, and therefore
stronger achievement of EPF and LENS2 objectives. In addition, EPF has hired two international
technical consultants (one on M&E) who are expected to strengthen its internal capacity. EPF
should continue in this way and focus on (i) fostering the coordination between the different
agencies and departments to enhance synergies necessary to achieve the LENS2 PDO, (ii)
strengthening its internal capacity on specific technical fields and M&E by procuring additional
technical assistance needed, and (iii) implementing programmatic training focused on operational
technical topics relevant to GOL and EPF priorities.
28.
Around 6% of the LENS2 budget is unallocated: Since the April 2018 mission, EPF
allocated US$1,050,000 of the LENS2 budget to four sub-projects through supplemental financing
[MONRE NRERI (US$ 200,000), MONRE DPC (US$ 150,000), MONRE PCD (US$ 400,000)
and MAF DOF (US$ 300,000)] and secured US$ 150,000 for a new sub-project (MAF DPF) that
was approved by the Bank on November 20, 2018. While several SDAs have demonstrated their
7
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capacity to absorb more funds and deliver significant results, and/or expressed the ability to spend
supplemental funding, EPF management has some concerns to allocate the remaining budget given
the currency fluctuation and the erosion of the overall LENS2 budget.
29.
Currency fluctuation: In general, SDR, USD and LAK currency fluctuations can impact
positively or negatively the overall LENS2 budget: Since 2014, the SDR/USD exchange rate has
decreased, causing a 4.2% reduction of the overall LENS2 project amount in USD. However, at
the same time, the USD/LAK currency exchange rate has risen in approximately the same
proportion, compensating for the decline in the SDR/USD exchange rate. This trend is expected
to continue in 2019. To date, the overall undisbursed amount is 12.537 million SDR and 4.24
million USD (GEF resources are provided in USD not SDR), that represents 185,380 million LAK
(as of Nov. 21st, 2018,) therefore +3.88% compared to the undisbursed amount expressed in
original LAK and SDR rates (see Annex 7). A good solution to mitigate risk of budget erosion is
to spend the budget instead of saving it. The mission recommended that EPF program the
allocation of the remaining unallocated budget.
30.
Budget reallocation from low-performing to high-performing sub-projects: LENS2 has 2.5
years remaining for implementation (until June 2021), so it is very important to maximize the use
of remaining project budget to support achievement of the PDO and sub-projects’ objectives and
the smooth closure of sub-projects, the first of which is scheduled to begin in June 2019. Therefore,
shifting budget from low-performing to high-performing sub-projects can be beneficial to EPF,
SDAs and LENS2 objectives, and would need to be done by June 2019 to allow the receiving subprojects (if any) sufficient time for absorbing and implementing the additional funds. For the past
year, EPF has regularly informed SDAs about possible budget reallocation from low-performing
to high performing sub-projects. The mission understands that sub-projects identified as candidates
for budget reduction and receiving additional fund will be confirmed by EPF after internal
discussion and EPF technical committee meeting tentatively planned for December 19th, 2018, and
officially informed soon thereafter. Specific technical meetings will be held by EPF to identify
short term remedial actions to define realistic workplan and deadlines for the next 6-month period
and follow-up meetings. The mission understands that performance of low-performing subprojects will be closely monitored for January to June 2019, and without any improvement during
the 6-month period, the budget reallocation (for low-performing sub-project) and additional
financing (for high-performing sub-projects) procedures would be initiated according to EPF’s
revised sub-project cycle procedures.
31.
EPF staffing and human resources sustainability: The mission agreed that EPF needs
continue to improve technical capacity to supervise its sub-projects. Continuing efforts since MTR,
EPF has made some positive progress to fill all vacant positions identified during the two past
missions, although some capacity gaps persist. EPF recognizes the need to strengthen staff capacity
in the areas of financial management, procurement management, communication, fund raising,
safeguards, gender integration, M&E and technical capacity. In addition, EPFO is currently
working closely with GIZ, as part of GCF readiness support, to conduct a detailed staffing and
capacity gap analysis and develop a capacity building action plan. After the LENS2 mission
concluded, EPF informed the Bank that GIZ is also planning to provide five international advisors
for one year, starting early 2019, to help EPF raise EPF’s staff capacity. The WB team welcomed
this information and noted that EPF’s financing from the Bank cannot rely solely on outside third
8
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party entities and expect that the international advisors will focus on skills training of EPF staff,
and that EPF will also hire when and where needed. Specifically, the Bank advises EPF to hire
more experienced staff or consultants (as needed) on M&E and one senior technical advisor to
assist EPF, DOF, DOFI, PAFOs, POFIs and other Lao-WEN agencies on implementing its
protected areas and wildlife law enforcement portfolio. Immediate next steps are: (i) EPF will
arrange a meeting with WB to discuss the EPF staffing plan and capacity plan before December
21st, 2018 and (ii) EPF will prepare and submit the staffing plan and capacity plan for WB review
before December 31st, 2018.
32.
EPF financial capacity and sustainability: EPF is well positioned to evolve into a national
funding mechanism that has the financial muscle to help set the environmental and social
management agenda in the country. To deliver on this vision, technical and managerial capacity
needs to likewise strengthen further. Financing is diverse and increasing (Over US$ 1 million
raised during the first part of the year, of which US$ 877,000 is from the private sector) in line
with long-standing GOL ambitions for EPF. Recent recruitment of a new communication and
fundraising officer confirms EPF’s determination to actively engage potential development
partners and fund contributors both within and outside the country. And some discussion with key
sector agencies has been initiated. In addition, UNDP is financing a new biodiversity conservation
project through the EPF, which builds the external confidence and the trust in the EPF institution.
Finally, EPF continues to work toward accreditation by the Green Climate Fund (GCF), with
support from GIZ which has been supporting EPF on GCF readiness and will continue until July
2019. If successful, EPF accreditation for direct access would be a welcome and strategic outcome.
33.
Financial Management remains rated Moderately Satisfactory. FM system and staff are
in place and Audit report was submitted on time. Previous major issues about transferring assets
have all been resolved. Assets have been fully transferred to PAFO and DOF by the former PFRM
and DFRM of Luang Prabang and MONRE respectively. However, critical action such as
submission of the revised Financial Management Manual has been delayed. Further, the IFR
submission for the recent (Jan to Jun 2018) semester has been significantly delayed partly due to
staff turnover and technical issue with the accounting software.
34.
Procurement Management remains rated Moderately Satisfactory. Contractual
commitments are at US$ 9.36 million (86.5% of the total planned amount). The project
implementing agency has so far completed procurement of total 391 packages out of total 480
packages (81% - see table in Annex 1). SDAs with low percentage or not yet completed all
procurements should assign their full time procurement staff to speed up procurements under their
SDA; if any SDA find it is difficult to carry out procurement, they can transfer those packages to
be done by the EPF procurement team. This is to avoid any delay in procurement under the project.
35.
Safeguards: The overall rating of safeguard policy compliance remains rated Satisfactory.
The approved ESMPs have been applied by the 7 Provincial Protected Areas (PPAs) Sub-projects
implemented by PAFO, the Watershed Management Protection Authority (WMPA) in Nakai Nam
Theun (NNT) National Protected Area (NPA), and one sub-project by the Faculty of Economic
Business of the National University of Laos. The location of PPA’s offices, issue related to
construction and proposed mitigation measure have been incorporated in EPF-approved ESMP,
the implementation of ESMP will be monitored and results will be provided in the next mission.
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MONRE DNEP is finalizing the revision of the Compensation and Resettlement Decree 84 (2016)
and its implementation guidelines to be (i) consistent with current situation, updated ESIA
legislation and other relevant legislations, and (ii) better aligned with the World Bank safeguard
policy on involuntary resettlement (OP4.12). The revision might be slightly delayed due to the
pending review and approval of the revised Land Law and ESIA Decree, which link to this Decree.
36.
Monitoring and Evaluation: The M&E rating is downgraded from Moderately Satisfactory
to Moderately Unsatisfactory due to limited progress in addressing persistent M&E issues over
the last two missions. The 2018 semi-annual report was received on time, but inconsistencies have
been identified and additional work is needed to improve the accuracy and quality of reporting
from sub-projects. Main bottlenecks impeding M&E improvement are (i) the current internal M&E
governance (M&E and sub-project operational teams are partitioned and do not exchange
information and perspectives sufficiently), (ii) the difficulty to mobilize the new international
M&E technical advisor, (iii) the lack of capacity of the EPF M&E team and internal quality control.
EPF is aware that its institutional capacity will need to expand even further to take up more direct
and consistent supervision of its sub-projects – especially as EPF seeks to expand and diversify its
financing sources. To help support a reversal of the rating back to satisfactory levels, a specific
technical meeting will be held later in December 2018 between the WB and EPF team to define a
M&E action plan. In addition, intensive week-long training on M&E is being provided to the
Deputy Executive Director and M&E specialist by the FAO-WB Cooperative Program in Bangkok
in December 2018.
37.
LENS2 sub-project rating: Since the last mission, the EPF has started taking the lead in the
rating of the LENS2 sub-projects. Ratings have been done based on objective criteria developed
by EPFO. However, some room of improvement should be considered to reflect progress made,
highlight well-performing sub-projects and point out sub-projects low-performing sub-project.
The mission was informed that an extraordinary EPF Board meeting chaired by MONRE Minister
will be held early in December 2018 to discuss the rating and remedial actions to raise the LENS2
rating to Satisfactory.
38.
Avenues to raise the overall LENS2 project rating to “Satisfactory” from “Moderately
Satisfactory:” The LENS2 rating continues to be a concern for SDAs, EPF and the Government
and the Bank team believes the rating can be upgraded with focused attention on the issues
summarized above. While some progress has been noticed, and some specific sub-projects in
particular are now excelling, the LENS2 project is still facing a slightly low disbursement rate
overall, low expenditure rate overall, uneven implementation performance, inconsistent or weak
reporting of achievements, and staffing turnover. The mission recommends to each SDA and EPF
step up efforts made to (i) spend budget based on AWPB and procurement plan, (ii) report results
and expenditure accurately and on time, (iii) hire high-qualified technical assistance needed to
strengthen capacity and execute activities, (iv) communicate on sub-project and LENS2 project
achievements, and (v) anticipate problems early to define and implement remedial actions rapidly.
Lastly, the Bank emphasizes that each SDA can update its Annual Work Plan and Budget
whenever necessary, upon agreement of EPF and non-objection by the Bank.
IV. NEXT STEPS AND AGREED ACTIONS
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The next LENS2 joint implementation support mission will be conducted approximately
three months from now, which would be around March 2019.
39.

40.

High priority actions are presented below.

Table 2: Summary of Agreed high priority Actions

No

Actions

Responsible

Due Date

EPF
1
2
3
4
5
6

EPFO to update and finalize the sub-project briefs
according to the format agreed (delayed)
EPF to submit EPF staffing plan and EPF capacity plan to
WB for discussion
EPF to finalize the TOR and/or action plan to deliver high
quality training on PM, FM, M&E and sub-project
management to the SDA
EPF to review its internal M&E system and practices and
define internal clear procedures, and submit to the WB
EPF to arrange a meeting with WB team to discuss M&E
remedial actions
EPF to submit the withdrawal application every month

EPF to submit NEPL and PCD-AF proposal to WB for no
objection
EPF to program the allocation of the remaining LENS2
8
budget to well-performing SPs (based on criteria
developed)
EPF to arrange meeting with MONRE DPC and MAF
DPF to review the M&E roles and responsibilities and
9
define clear procedures – Action plan to be sent to the WB
for approval
EPF to send the final version of the theEPF-Operation
10
Manual (5 volumes) for WB review
All Sub-project Delivery Agencies
SDAs to prepare annual implementation report and submit
1
to EPF.
SDAs to identify top 3 most promising communication
2
stories (1 page each plus photos, etc.) based on SP results
and forward to EPF for further development (delayed)
SDAs to update AWPB FY 2019 and Procurement Plan
3
and submit to EPF and WB for no objection
Wildlife law enforcement Portfolio
DOFI/DOF to conduct the final wildlife legality
1
compendium workshop (delayed activity)
DOFI to finalize its AWPB and submit to the EPF and
2
WB for no objection
DOFI to arrange a technical meeting with EPF and WB to
3
discuss remedial actions
LCD to arrange a technical meeting with EPF and WB to
4
discuss remedial actions
7

11

EPFO
EPFO
EPFO
EPFO
EPFO
EPFO
EPFO

December 31,
2018
December 31,
2018
December 31,
2018
December 31,
2018
December 12,
2018
December 10,
2018
December 10,
2018

EPFO

December 15,
2018

EPFO

December 15,
2018

EPFO

February 28,
2019

All SDAs

December 30,
2018

All SDAs

December 30,
2018

All SDAs

December 30,
2018

DOFI/DOF
DOFI
DOFI
LCD

November 18,
2018
November 30,
2018
November 30,
2018
November 30,
2018
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No
5
6
7
8

9

10
11

Actions

Responsible

DOFI to arrange workshop meeting with WLE agencies
(including PAFOs) to identify rooms for improvement of
the IMS system
LCD to revise the AWPB based on discussion and agreed
suggestion and submit to EPF and WB for no objection
POFI to revise its AWPB based on discussion and agreed
suggestion and submit to EPF and WB for no objection
DCNEC to revise its AWPB based on discussion and
agreed suggestion and submit to EPF and WB for no
objection
DOFI to consult central and provincial law enforcement
agencies to identify and procure specific software for
wildlife species identification adapted to the field
operation activities (e.g. wildscan software)
DOFI and POFI to disseminate SOP principles and assist
in the development and implementation of Standard
Operating Procedures at district level
DOFI to set up quarterly Lao-WEN technical meeting

DOFI to update the IMS system based on comments/
inputs from other WLE agencies and technical assessment
DCNEC to consider extending sub-project duration and
13 identify new activities that can be eligible for
supplemental financing
Protected Areas Management Portfolio
DOF to finalize the 7 regulatory guidelines and submit to
1
MAF Minister for signature
WB/EPF to provide conditional No objection to the NEPL
2
sub-project
DOF to update its AWPB based on discussion and agreed
3
suggestion and submit to EPF and WB for no objection
DOF to complete procurement of Wildlife Law
4
Enforcement and Conservation Outreach trainers.
DOF to complete forest cover and loss assessment for all
5
LENS2 protected areas for 2018
DOF to support all PAFOs and NUOL FEBM in
6
completing their end-of-year METT score calculation
PAFO SVK to update its AWPB based on discussion and
7
submit to EPF and WB for no objection
12

8

PAFO VTP, BLX and KHA to identify new activities that
can be eligible for supplemental financing

DOFI
LCD
POFI BLX
POFI KHA

December 15,
2018
December 15,
2018
December 15,
2018

DCNEC

December 15,
2018

DOFI

January 31,
2019

DOFI/POFI

January 31,
2019

DOFI
DOFI
DCNEC

DOF
WB/EPF
DOF
DOF
DOF
DOF
PAFO SVK
PAFO BLX
PAFO KHA
PAFO VTP

PAFO to ensure the first batch of CCAs are completed and
funds transferred to VDCFs before next rainy season, with
9
7 PAFOs
appropriate technical quality supervised by EPFO and
DOF.
Environmental Management Portfolio
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Due Date

January 31,
2019
March 31,
2019
February 15,
2019
November 30,
2018
December 15,
2018
December 15,
2018
December 15,
2018
December 31,
2018
December 31,
2018
December 15,
2018
February 15,
2019

April 15, 2019
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No

Actions

Responsible

DNEP to submit the Decree on ESIA for PM signature
1
and send of copy to the WB
NEIO to update its AWPB and an action plan to ensure
2
timely activity implementation and TA needs
DEQP to submit the SEA regulatory guidelines to
3
MONRE Minister for signature and send a copy to the
WB
DEQP to update its AWPB and an action plan to ensure
4
timely activity implementation and TA needs
NRERI to submit the air and water sampling and
5
monitoring regulatory guidelines to MONRE Minister for
signature and send a copy to the WB
DNEP and NEIO to completed procurement of IT for
6
ESIA/IEE database
DEQP to arrange a technical meeting with WB, EPF and
7
DPC to discuss about AWPB and remedial actions
identified to catch up sub-project delays.
NEIO to arrange a technical meeting with WB, EPF and
8
DPC to discuss about AWPB and remedial actions
identified to catch up sub-project delays.
PCD to submit final Additional financing proposal to the
9
EPF and WB for no objection
DPC to arrange follow up meeting on (i) disclosure
10 requirement for up-to-date reports on MONRE website
and (ii) ESIA/IEE database development
Education and capacity building portfolio
NAPPA to extend the sub-project duration to Dec. 2020
1
and inform EPF and WB
DPR PMO to prepare its AWPB FY 2019 including
2
dedicated time to prepare the completion report and
submit to the EPF and WB
3

NUOL FFS, FSS and FNS to identify new activities that
can be eligible for supplemental financing

MONRE/DNEP
MONRE/NEIO

Due Date
November 30,
2018
November 30,
2018

MONRE/DEQP

November 30,
2018

MONRE/DEQP

November 30,
2018

MONRE/NRERI

November 30.
2018

MONRE/DNEP
MONRE/NEIO

November 30.
2018

MONRE/DEQP

December 15,
2018

MONRE/NEIO

December 15,
2018

MONRE/PCD

December 15,
2018

MONRE/ DPC

December 15,
2018

NAPPA

December 30,
2018

DPR PMO

December 30,
2018

NUOL FFS
NUOL FSS
NUOL FNS

February 15,
2019

V. Disclosure. Under the Bank’s Access to Information Policy introduced on July 1, 2010, the
Aide Memoire may be made available to the public, if the client and Bank agree. The client and
the Bank agreed that the Aide Memoire would be publicly disclosed. Agreements recorded in
this Aide Memoire are subject to approval by Bank Management.
Annexes:
Component and sub-project implementation progress
Nam Et-Phou Louey (NEPL) Sub-project
Mission Agenda
List of acronyms
List of People Met
Status of Agreed Actions from the previous AM
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LENS2 budget and tentative currency exchange variation
LENS2 Results Framework
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Component and sub-project implementation progress
41.
The LENS2 portfolio of 38 sub-projects (excluding EPF component 3 sub-projects)
consists of four themes: (i) protected areas, (ii) environmental planning and management
(including green growth planning), (iii) wildlife law enforcement, and (iv) education and capacity
building (including communication and knowledge). These themes are organized into two
components: Component 1: (National Institutional Development and Capacity Building), and
Component 2 (Management of Wildlife and Protected Areas).
42.

Sub-project implementation progress is presented below by theme.

43.
Protected Area Sub-projects: The Protected Areas portfolio (12 sub-projects for a total
budget of US$ 17,5 million allocated) has made some good progress: 9 of the 10 sub-projects are
under implementation and starting to deliver some results, the improvement the legal framework
strengthening and centralization of the protected area management system under the MAF
Department of Forestry (DOF) as well as on the preparation of the Prime Minister’s Decree
declaring Nakai Nam Theun as (first) national park. However, some Protected Area sub-project
are facing delays in sub-project implementation given that critical technical trainings on
conservation outreach, law enforcement and participatory land use planning (PLUP) have not been
delivered yet by DOF to the provincial agencies; directly affecting and compromising the
achievements toward the LENS2 PDO. Next steps for raising the rating to Satisfactory is: MAF
DOF will procure technical assistance to rapidly upscale deliver technical training on conservation
outreach, law enforcement and participatory land use planning to PAFOs starting immediately.
44.
Well-performing sub-projects such as the Provincial Agriculture and Forest Office (PAFO)
Bolikhamxay and Khammouane have rapidly found alternative solutions to overcome DOF delays
to deliver training by informally utilizing existing technical assistance from other projects funded
by partners and donors (GIZ, WCS, WMPA). Furthermore, the PAFO BLX, one of the most
consistent well-performing sub-projects over the past few years, has completed forest cover and
loss analysis which will now allow the LENS2 target for 2018 to be exceed, even though it was
not their responsibility.
45.
Furthermore, the mission found that the PAFO Vientiane Province (VTP) sub-project has
performed very well after 10 months of implementation while this SDA has never received any
funding support in the past and usually, we see a lag in the first year of implementation. The
mission was impressed by the SDA team commitment to implement activities, experiment with
different approaches to make the patrolling more effective, but also by the results presented on
patrolling activity and progress made on the CCA implementation despite the DOF delays.
46.
The mission noted that PAFO VTP as PAFO BLX and KHA can absorb more funds and
deliver more results in the future. The mission suggested to these high-performing sub-projects to
start identifying some activities that might be supported by supplemental LENS2 financing.
The PAFO Savannakhet (SVK) has made unsatisfactory progress during the first year of full
implementation. Although some activities have been initiated, the implementation of core
activities have been delayed and postponed to the next year. Furthermore, the sub-project team is
15
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facing limited technical capacity compromising the implementation of core activities and the
reporting of upcoming achievements. The mission recommends accelerating the implementation
of core activites; especially related to patrolling, capacity building activity and procuring technical
assistance to support the implementation of the sub-project and catch-up on previous delays. Next
steps to raise the rating to Satisfactory are: (i) PAFO SVK will revisit its AWPB to increase budget
allocated for core activities, especially patrolling activities and submit to EPF and WB for no
objection, (ii) EPF and DOF will provide technical support to PAFO SVK to accelerate the subproject implementation.
47.

The NEPL sub-project: see main text and Annex 2

48.
Another critical sub-project, the Nakai Nam Theun WMPA sub-project, has now initiated
some core activities during the first semester 2018. First results are expected to be monitored and
reported later in 2018 and/or early in 2019.
49.
Wildlife Law Enforcement Sub-projects: The wildlife law enforcement portfolio (DOFI,
LCD, DCNEC and 3 POFI) which supports Lao PDR’s Lao-WEN network (led by DOFI) that
includes numerous agencies responsible for criminal justice system and/or wildlife management,
continue its good progress: As of June 2018, over1191 wildlife crime cases were detected by law
enforcement officers of SDAs supported by the project. While some of these cases have been
resolved via administrative fines or written warnings, these case detections have resulted in 16
cases opened for investigation, and 12 cases involving CITES 1 wildlife species referred to the
prosecutor. However, synergies among main Lao Wildlife Enforcement Network (Lao-WEN)
agencies and with law enforcement unit within protected areas need now to be fortified to combat
effectively international wildlife trafficking and reduce wildlife poaching. The on-going
strengthening of the regulatory framework (new Penal Code being prepared, new Forest Law under
development, potential updating of the Wildlife and Aquatic Law, pending finalization of the
wildlife legality compendium) combined with the new Prime Minister Order 05 can create the
traction necessary to foster coordination and synergies expected. However, without a strong
leadership from the Department of Forest Inspection (MAF DOFI) and proactive role, expected
results will not occur and this unique opportunity will disappear compromising the achievement
toward the LENS2 PDO.
50.
DOFI has made some modest progress but it is still behind expectation. First, disbursement
has been low as the sub-project has pass the mid-term. Activities under the project have been slow
to deliver outputs. After the completion of the Lao-WEN strategy and standard operating
procedures (SOPs) to combat illegal wildlife trade, no substantial meetings have been made by
DOFI to operationalize these SOPs and the strategy. Following the establishment of the Lao-WEN
Committee in June 2018, DOFI was not able to organize a meeting of the committee by
complaining that it did not have sufficient budget to organize this kind of activity while it still
holds US$900,000 in the sub-project. During the mission meeting, DOFI was suggested to initiate
technical working group meeting among DOFI, Lao Customs and DCNEC to build trust and
exchange information on illegal wildlife trade crimes and operations so that the SOPs can be used.
DOFI needs to establish and maintain an effective network of informants to provide timely and
accurate leads and intelligence for its operation on combating illegal wildlife trade. DOFI needs to
provide operational and strategic support to POFI in their field work on the ground. It is more
16
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important that DOFI should operationalize and use the Information Management System on crime
databases and investigation and replicate the IMS use to POFIs, DCNEC and Lao Customs as a
single and standalone database on wildlife crimes and investigations in Lao PDR. In implementing
this system, DOFI and sector agencies should agree on a control and access role policy for the
system and it would require a restrict management and maintenance of the system. Currently, no
POFI has not used such system although some training were received. DOFI should compact all
activities in its FY19 annual workplan and submit to EPF and the World Bank for approval.
51.
POFI sub-projects: Law enforcement sub-projects implemented at provincial level by
Provincial Office of Forest Inspection (POFI) continue to perform well and deliver some
substantive results. However, specific technical support from central level and particularly from
the Department of Forest Inspection (DOFI) is now critical to consolidate these results and enhance
wildlife case investigation.
52.
Environmental Police: DCNEC sub-project has made very good progress over the past 6
months and starts delivering substantive results. DCNEC has established and maintained a good
network of informants who could provide lead and intelligence for frequent detections of illegal
wildlife trade activities. Basic capacity in investigation and gathering intelligence has been
strengthened. It has reached out to the International Police Department, Immigration Department
within the Ministry of Public Security (MPS) and UNODC for obtaining more knowledge and
skills in combating illegal wildlife crimes, a crime that also links to transnational crimes. In
addition, DCNEC has been more open and proactive in cooperating and coordinating with other
law enforcement agencies including DOFI and Lao Customs. In 2018, DCNEC detected about 58
cases of which 8 cases were opened for further investigations and 4 cases were referred to the
Public Prosecutor’s Office for prosecution. And, the DCNEC should continue positive progress
and work on the intelligence analysis system by urgently preparing the TOR and submitting to the
Bank for NOL. Finally, the mission recommended DCNEC to revise its AWPB FY 2019 by
compacting all remaining activities in its FY19 annual work plan and submit to EPF and then the
Bank for approval. Finally, the mission highly recommended DCNEC team initiating as soon as
process the procedure to request 1-year of sub-project extension (until December 2020) to the
EPFO.
53.
Lao Customs (LCD)sub-project : The overall implementation performance was relatively
behind expectation over the past six months after the departure of the international expert. The
preparation of the operational strategy for combating and mainstreaming illegal wildlife trade into
Customs operation was complete and it is now being translated and edited by LCD staff before it
can be approved by LCD Director General. LCD has also considered if this strategy document will
be approved by the Minister of Finance. Several capacity building for LCD staff were completed
and they included operational trainings for border post and anti-smuggling staff. After the
departure of the project coordinator and the accountant, the project faced some delays in
operational work and it also affected the pace of project implementation. At the moment, the new
project coordinator is on board while it is in the process to recruit a new accountant. It is highly
recommended that Lao Customs should reconsider the recruitment of a part-time advisor to help
it operationalize the strategy and mainstream CITES, illegal wildlife trade and the new criminal
law into the customs law that is being revised for No Objection approval in December 2019. Lao
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Customs should compact all remaining activities for its FY19 annual workplan and submitting to
EPF and the World Bank for approval.
54.
Environmental planning and management (including green growth planning) Subprojects: These sub-projects are mainly implemented by MONRE or the Ministry of Planning and
Investment (MPI) have uneven implementation performance.
55.
MONRE Department of Natural Resources and Environment Policy (DNEP) sub-project
has made some positive progress: the revision of the ESIA Prime Minister’s Decree has been
finalized. It will be presented to the Government during the Government’s meeting held on
November 15th, 2018 for final review and submitted to the Prime Minister for signature on
November 29th, 2018. Critical training on ESIA/IEE for the PONRE started to be delivered. In
addition, several up-to-date monitoring of ESIA report of Category 2 investment project have been
already while no one has been published on official Government website yet; compromising the
overall LENS2 rating raising. Finally, the development of the ESIA/IEE database – one critical
activity, is expected to be initiated early in 2019 after several months of delays. With the progress
noted above, the rating for the sub-project has been maintained as “Moderately Unsatisfactory”
with the trend to “Moderately Satisfactory” subject to the above agreed actions taken in a timely
manner. The main next steps are: (1) the recruitment of IT firm for the development of database
and website, (2) the submission of EIA Decree for PM signature by November 29th, 2018, and (3)
enhance the coordination with FES and FSS in the development of FES and FSS learning
curriculum on social and environment and training.
56.
The 7 PONRE sub-projects have been being at full implementation for 1.5 year and first
results are now visible. Especially, PONRE VTP and BLX sub-projects have well performed and
the mission noted that these 2 sub-projects are able to absorb more fund and deliver more results
However, PONRE sub-projects received specific trainings on EII and ESIA only one time while
two sessions were initially planned. MONRE/DPC support is requested to ensure that these
specific trainings are delivered rapidly to provincial staff to build local capacity and foster the
progress made.
57.
MONRE Department of Environmental Quality Promotion (DEQP) has successfully led
the development of the Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) regulation. However, this
success hides a low implementation performance: the sub-project budget execution is the lowest
of the MONRE sub-project and several core activities have been delayed especially on Integrated
Spatial Planning (ISP) development. And, it is anticipated that the recent MONRE decision to
combine IPS and land use planning will generate further delays; compromising the achievement
of the LENS2 PDO Indicator 5 and the overall LENS2 rating raising. The mission recommended
DEQP defining a clear workplan for 2019 to catch up delays and speed up the implementation of
activities. A specific technical meeting (DEQP/MONRE DPC/EPF/WB) will be arranged later in
November 2018 to discuss on remedial actions proposed by DEQP team.
58.
MONRE Natural Resource and Environment Research Institute (NRERI) have made
substantive progress during the past year; especially on the development of pollution management
regulations and standards which is linked to the Green Growth DPO. While, the implementation
performance is strong, so far, no pollution monitoring reports have been published on MONRE
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website; which compromises the progress toward the LENS2 PDO achievement and the upgrading
of the LENS2 rating to “Satisfactory”. Thus, it was agreed that MONRE/DPC will work closely
with MONRE departments to define specific disclosure procedures and MONRE website
publishing.
59.
MONRE Pollution Control Department (PCD) continues to perform well, spend the budget
and deliver results especially on the strengthening of the pollution control regulatory framework.
However, the mission noted that the PCD supplemental funding proposal has not been revised yet
while this was discussed during the last April 2018 mission.
60.

MPI/NIER sub-project: see the main text

61.
Education and Capacity Building Sub-projects: The education and capacity building
portfolio consist of 7 sub-projects under implementation implemented by the National University
of Laos, the National Academy for Policy and Public Administration (NAPPA) and the
Department of Public Relation of the Prime Minister Office (DPR PMO). Of these sub-projects, 3
have continued performing: NUOL Faculty of Forestry Science, NUOL Faculty of Social Science,
and NUOL Faculty of Natural Science. The Faculty of Environmental Sciences (NUOL FES)
performance has been improved and some critical training have already been delivered. While,
activities implementation remains below targets, positive results need to be consolidated in the
further months.
62.
The DPR PMO continues facing delays in the implementation of the activities planned due
the internal department reorganization. The annual work plan has been updated to catch up delays
in activities implementation, and the mission has been informed that the sub-project duration
request until June 2019 (6 months extension) to complete the sub-project have been approved by
the EPFO.
63.
The National Academy for Policy and Public Administration (NAPPA) sub-project: The
NAPPA sub-project is modest (US$ 200,000) and is solely revolving around the developing the
first environment curriculum for the government staff it trains. The NAPPA sub-project did get
the curriculum development consultant under contract in August 2018, this was substantially
delayed. The curriculum will now be delivered by April 2019. Unfortunately, no progress can be
made on the sub-project until the curriculum is delivered. Hence, only 15% of the sub-project
annual budget has been disbursed. Although this ranks it within the bottom of sub-project
performance, procurement delays in the first year of implementation are to be expected and the
NAPPA leadership remain committed to delivery as evidenced with its partnership and exchange
with NUOL in the past year. The Task Team expects rapidly improved disbursement after April
2019.
64.
text.

The NUOL Faculty of Economics and Business Management (NUOL FEBM): see main

65.
New sub-projects: MAF-Department of Planning and Finance (DPF) has prepared its subproject proposal to provide “one window” services to LENS2 sub-projects in the sector, including
in the areas of benchmarking, spreading best practice, M&E, enhance supervision, enhance
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coordination, other including nature-based tourism, strategic communication, and coordination
with other planning departments throughout the GoL. The final consolidated version of the
proposal and AWPB submitted to the WB on November 8th, 2018, have just been approved. Now,
the MAF/DPF sub-project is now expected to start implementing early in January 2019.
66.

Potential next generation financing:

LENS2 Component 3 implementation by EPF: Project Administration and Capacity Building
67.

LENS2 Component 3: See the main text.

68.
To help address turnover challenges at EPF, UNOPS could be one institution able to serve
as a shell to hire project staff at EPF who would all report to EPF
LENS2 M&E Implementation
69.

LENS2 M&E: See the main text

LENS2 Financial Management
FM system and staff are in place. Audit report was submitted timely. However, the IFR
submission was significantly delayed, partly due to staff turnover and technical issue with the
accounting software. Many of the actions agreed in the previous mission in particular the transfer
of assets purchased under PICE-PAW001 has been completed. Nevertheless, updating of fixed
asset registers by SDAs and updating of the Financial Management Manual are still on-going.
There had been no progress in the implementation of one accounting software for EPF. Therefore,
EPF will continue to use existing accounting software to record and report on the LENS2 receipts
and expenditure. We were also informed that it has been challenging for new finance staff to
operate the current software and they also frequently encountered technical issues. This has caused
delay in preparing and submitting the recent IFR to the Bank. Therefore, it is recommended that
training in the use of this software be provided to new and current finance staff as a refresher and
consultant’s services be sought for advice and troubleshooting until one accounting software for
one EPF is operational.
70.

Three (3) sub-projects (PICE005, PICE012 and PICE017) were selected for review during
this mission. Common findings were (i) monthly financial reports not submitted on time; (ii)
inadequate supporting documentation e.g. lack of receipts/invoice and quotations, budget plans,
(iii) lack of control in issuing cheque i.e. cheque issued to ‘Cash’ rather than name of a person.
71.

Disbursement: Overall disbursement rate is at approximately 43% of total IDA financing
(H9150, 53830 and 56200, an increase of 3% from the May 2018). IDA53830, TF16619,
IDA56200 is approximately 74%, 38% and 3% disbursed respectively.
72.

IDA H9150 is fully disbursed and documented. Documentation and replenishment had
been monthly; however, the mission strongly encourages frequent documentation and
replenishment to ensure that funds are available and sufficient at all times. We also recommend
73.
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EPF to also request access to Client Connection for the new finance officer. Users should never
share usernames and passwords Client Connection.
Based on project’s records, disbursement to on-going sub-projects is still considered quite
low. Total cumulative disbursement to sub-projects under C1 and C2 (both on-going and closed
sub-projects) is approximately US$12 million or only 46% of the total signed contract amount.
74.

Based on the above, FM rating remained Moderately Satisfactory (S for Component 3 and
MS for Components 1 and 2). Action plan is indicated in the table below:
75.

No Actions
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Follow up missing documents for expenditure
for the month of December 2017 (list have been
shared) and report to EPF
Finalize the revision of Financial Management
Manual and submit to the WB
Seek consulting services for accounting
software training and troubleshooting services
Review and revise the terms of reference for
two types of finance positions at SDAs and
resubmit to the Bank for no objection
Complete update fixed asset register
Complete update fixed asset register
Complete update fixed asset register
Complete update fixed asset register
To work with EPF procurement team on
establishing contract for vehicle rental services
Complete update fixed asset register
Purchase insurance for project vehicle
Submit IFR for the semester ended December
31, 2018

Subprojects

Responsible Target date for
party
completion

PICE012

DCNEC

November
2018

N/A

EPF

December 31, 2018

N/A

EPF

December 31, 2018

N/A

EPF

December 31, 2018

PICE001
PICE008
PICE009
PICE010

DOF
FEB
FES
FNS

December 31, 2018
December 31, 2018
December 31, 2018
December 31, 2018

PICE010

FNS/EPF

December 31, 2018

PICE011
PICE011

LCD
LCD

December 31, 2018
December 31, 2018

N/A

EPF

February 15, 2019

30,

LENS2 Procurement Management
76.
Overall, procurement performance of the project is considered “Moderately Satisfactory”.
Contractual commitments at US$ 9.36 million (86.5 % of the total planned amount) with 52
months elapsed since project effectiveness. The project implementing agency has so far completed
procurement of total 391 packages out of total 480 packages. Procurement progress status for each
SDAs is stipulated in the table below.
No. SDA

Total planned
packages

Total completed
packages

%
completed

1
2
3
4
5

51
29
30
26
2

44
21
22
25
2

86.3%
72.4%
73.3%
96.2%
100.0%

Component 3 EPF
PICE-PAW 001-DOF
PICE-PAW 002-DOFI
PICE-PAW 003-NUOL.FFS
PICE-PAW 004-DPR
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No. SDA
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46

PICE-PAW 005-DPC
PICE-LENS2 006-NUOL.FSS
PICE-LENS2 007-PPA
PICE-LENS2 008-NUOL.FEB
PICE-LENS2 009-NUOL.FES
PICE-LENS2 010-NUOL.FNS
PICE-LENS2 011-LCD
PICE-LENS2 012-DCNEC
PICE-LENS2 013-DESIA(DNEP)
PICE-LENS2 014-DEQP
PICE-LENS2 015-PCD
PICE-LENS2 016-NREI
PICE-LENS2 017-NIER
PICE-LENS2 018-NAPA
PICE-LENS2 019-PONRE-HP
PICE-LENS2 020-PONRE-XK
PICE-LENS2 021-PONRE-LPB
PICE-LENS2 022-PONRE-VTP
PICE-LENS2 023-PONRE-BLX
PICE-LENS2 024-PONRE-KM
PICE-LENS2 025-PONRE-SVK
PICE-LENS2 026-NEIO
CBI-LEN2-001-PFRM-BLX
CBI-LEN2-002-PFRM-HP
CBI-LEN2-003-PFRM-LPB
CBI-LEN2-004-PFRM-XK
CBI-LEN2-005-PFRM-KM
CBI-LEN2-006-POFI-BLX
CBI-LEN2-007-POFI-KM
CBI-LEN2-008-POFI-HP
CBI-LEN2-009-NT2-PPA
CBI-LEN2-010-NEPL
CBI-LEN2-011-PAFO.BLX
CBI-LEN2-012-PAFO.SVK
CBI-LEN2-013-PAFO.VTE
CBI-LEN2-014-WMPA
CBI-LEN2-015
CBI-LEN2-016 PAFO KM
CBI-LEN2-017 PAFO HP
CBI-LEN2-018 PAFO LPB
CBI-LEN2-019 PAFO XK
TOTAL

Total planned
packages

Total completed
packages

%
completed

12
11
0
17
9
9
5
12
16
8
12
22
11
9
3
3
3
5
4
3
4
7
8
9
11
12
9
15
16
16
4
1
8
8
10
2
0
8
7
7
6
480

8
9
0
16
5
8
5
8
9
6
9
10
6
7
3
3
3
5
4
3
4
0
8
9
11
12
9
15
15
15
4
1
8
8
10
1
0
6
4
6
4
391

66.7%
81.8%

Action plan is indicated in the table below:
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94.1%
55.6%
88.9%
100.0%
66.7%
56.3%
75.0%
75.0%
45.5%
54.5%
77.8%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
93.8%
93.8%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
50.0%
75.0%
57.1%
85.7%
66.7%
81.5%
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No
1
2
3
4
5

Actions

Responsible

Assist SDAs to prepare/review annual procurement plan
incorporate with approved AWBP 2019
Upload approved procurement plan (2019) to EPF website
Assist individual SDA to prepare detail procurement plan and
tracking
To provide procurement training to SDAs
With the support of Department of State property, MoF to
provide training to all SDAs on Fix asset physical inventory,
fix asset disposal

LENS2 Safeguards
77.
Please see main text.
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Due Date

EPF

January 2019

EPF

January 2019

EPF

January 2019

EPF

March 2019

EPF

March 2019
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Nam Et-Phou Louey (NEPL) Sub-project
The proposed LENS2 NEPL sub-project has been pending World Bank No Objection for
over a year to sign, mainly because the World Bank sought clarity on the impacts and impact
mitigation measures of the proposed small 60MW Nam Neun 3 (NN3) hydropower project
(outside LENS2 and WB financing). NEPL is a protected area of global significance, is destined
to become one of Lao’s first national parks, and has been supported financially by the World Bank
(GEF). There were concerns raised that the hydropower project’s environmental and social impacts
were not being assessed accurately enough and that there was insufficient mitigation of negative
impacts.
79.
The World Bank has always remained strongly committed to NEPL and believes the
proposed NEPL sub-project was well-justified on technical grounds. NN3 is located outside of the
protected area and only a small portion of the reservoir would be located within the total protected
zone. However, the manner of NN3’s past development appeared contradictory to (i) Lao PDR
law and policy (compensation, land, forest, water, electricity, ESIA, NA Instruction 0121 on
hydropower, etc.), (ii) the NEPL sub-project’s development objectives, as well as (iii) the
Government’s ambition to declare NEPL as a national park, and (iv) existing and potential future
tourism revenues and local livelihoods from current and future tourism offers from NEPL and its
wildlife. Further information and clarification was formally sought by the World Bank on the
NN3’s safeguard documents and whether additional assessments could be prepared.
80.
On November 8, 2018, the World Bank was pleased to receive an official letter from the
Minister of MONRE informing that the Government of Lao PDR has decided to (i) suspend the
existing project’s environmental compliance certificate, (ii) revise the engineering design of the
planned dam by lowering the full supply level of the NN3 project’s reservoir by 5 meters to reduce
the impact, and (iii) instruct the project developer to re-conduct its environmental and social impact
assessment (ESIA) report based on the revised engineering design.
81.
This decision further emphasizes the Government of Lao PDR’s significant commitment
to the protection to NEPL, which is Indochina’s largest protected area (over 4,000 km2). In recent
years, the Government also decided to cancel the development of two hydropower projects located
within the NEPL NPA and during the last year it approved a significant extension of the NPA
boundaries (approximately 700 km2).
82.
The proposed LENS2 financing would provide essential financing to the NEPL
Management Authority to build its capacity and prepare for declaring NEPL a national park. The
financing would also allow DOF to provide livelihood development funds to support communitydriven conservation in 50 NEPL villages and to decrease wildlife poaching of such rare species as
the Clouded Leopard, Dhole, Chinese Pangolin, and Northern White-Cheeked Gibbon.
78.

83.

The proposed next steps are:
A. World Bank to provide No Objection to the NEPL Sub-project (currently US$3 million) to
release funds as quickly as possible to start implementing; under the condition that:
B. MAF/DOF will concurrently restructure the sub-project to account for there now being 2.5
years left to implement, instead of the original 3.5 years of implementation. This will likely
involve identifying allocated funds to remain with EPF to use elsewhere to achieve LENS2
objectives.
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Mission Agenda
Lao PDR Environment and Social Project (LENS2)
Draft mission schedule
Joint EPF/ WB Implementation Support mission
November 5 – 12th, 2018
Day/Date
Tuesday,
Oct 16

Friday,
Oct 19

Monday,
Oct 22

Time

Participants from
Government

Activities

Participants from
WB

Venue

EPF senior and team

Steve, Viengkeo,
Gabriel and Anita

EPF
meeting
room

All day

Meeting with MONRE sub-projects
(DPC, PCD, DNEP, NEIO, DEQP and
NRERI)
Discussion on progress, achievements
and coordination/synergies between
MONRE sub-projects

EPF focal points
(Souksakhone), Manida
EPF M&E (Hyunjoo,
Khamsamai)
MONRE DPC
representatives

Steve, Syboun,
Viengkeo and
Gabriel

TBC

13:30 – 16:00

Meeting with EPF C3

EPF senior and team

Viengkeo and
Anita

TBC

8:30 -12:00

Kick-off meeting on general progress
overview presentation

All mission
members

Lanexan
g hotel

12:45 – 14:00

Travel from Vientiane (WB office) to
Paksan (Bolikhamsay province)

Steve, George,
Manoly,Viengkeo
and Gabriel

EPF car
2 WB car

EPF (Saysana)
MAF DPF

Steve, George
and Manoly

PAFO
Office

EPF (Phornsamay)
MAF DPF

Gabriel

PAFO
Office

13:30 - 16:00

Pre-mission meeting between EPF and
World Bank

Monday,
Nov 5
14:00 – 16:30
14:00 – 16:00

Meeting with PAFO BLX
Discussion on progress and
achievements
Meeting with POFI BLX
Discussion on progress and
achievements
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All EPF senior staff
EPF leadership
DGs of MONRE and MAF
EPF focal point:
(Phornsamay, Saysana,
Souksakhone)
EPF M&E (Phoui)
MAF DPF and MONRE
DPC
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Day/Date

Time
14:15 – 16:15

16:15 - 18:30

Participants from
Government

Activities

Participants from
WB

Meeting with PONRE BLX
Discussion on progress and
achievements

EPF (Souksakhone)
MONRE DPC

Viengkeo

PONRE
Office

Travel from Paksan (Bolikhamxay
province) to Thakhek (Khammouane
province)

EPF focal point:
(Phornsamay, Saysana,
Souksakhone)
EPF M&E (Phoui)
MAF DPF and MONRE
DPC

Steve, George,
Manoly, Viengkeo
and Gabriel

EPF car
2 WB
cars
Inthira
hotel

Overnight Thakhek (Khammouane province)
8:30 – 12:00

Meeting with PAFO KHA
Discussion on progress and
achievements

13:00 – 18:00

Manoly travels back to Vientiane

9:00 – 12:00

Tuesday,
Nov 6

9:15 – 12:15

Venue

EPF (Saysana)
MAF DPF

Steve, George
and Manoly

PAFO
Office
Renting
car

Meeting with POFI KHA
Discussion on progress and
achievements
Meeting with PONRE KHA
Discussion on progress and
achievements

13:30-15:30

Travel from Thakhek (Khammouane
province) to Savannakhet
(Savannakhet Province)

Afternoon

Aide-Memoire preparation

EPF (Phornsamay
MAF DPF

Gabriel

PAF
Office

EPF (Souksakhone)
MONRE DPC

Viengkeo

PONRE
Office

EPF focal point:
(Phornsamay, Saysana,
Souksakhone)
EPF M&E (Phoui)
MAF DPF and MONRE
DPC

Steve, George,
Manoly, Viengkeo
and Gabriel

EPF car
2 WB car

Daosava
nhotel

Overnight Savannakhet (Savannakhet province)
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Day/Date

Time
All day
9:00 – 11:30

Wednesday,
Nov 7
9:15 – 11:45

Participants from
Government
Head of finance and
accountants responsible for
LEnS2)

Activities
FM meeting and review
Meeting with PAFO SVK
Discussion on progress and
achievements
Meeting with PONRE SVK
Discussion on progress and
achievements

Participants from
WB

Venue

Siriphone

EPF

EPF (Saysana)
MAF DPF

George, Gabriel

PAFO
Office

EPF (Souksakhone)
MONRE DPC

Viengkeo and
Steve

PONRE
Office
Lao
Airlines
224
1 WB car
(driver
name –
Tbc)
PAFO
Office
1 WB car
(driver
name –
Tbc)
PONRE
office

15:50 – 16:50

Travel from Savannakhet to Vientiane
capital

EPF team

Steve, Viengkeo,
George and
Gabriel

13:30 – 16:00

Meeting with PAFO VTP
Discussion on progress and
achievements

EPF (Saysana),
MAF DPF

George Gabriel
and Manoly

14:15 – 16:15

Meeting with PONRE VTP
Discussion on progress and
achievements

EPF (Souksakhone) and
MONRE DPC

Steve and
Viengkeo

Head of finance and
accountants responsible for
LEnS2)

Siriphone

EPF

EPF (Phornsamay)
EPF M&E (Khamsamai)

Kone and Gabriel

DCNEC
office

Thursday,
Nov 8

All day TBC
Friday,
Nov 9
8:30 – 10:00

FM meeting (continue FM meeting if
necessary)
Meeting with DCNEC
Discussion on progress and
achievements
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Day/Date

Time

EPF (Somphone) and
Manida

Steve and George

DOF
office

Meeting with LCD
Discussion on progress and
achievements

EPF (Mme Bounphama)
EPF (Phornsamay)
EPF M&E (Khamsamai)

Kone and Gabriel

LCD
office

Meeting with DOFI
Discussion on progress and
achievements
Meeting Law enforcement sub-project –
DOFI/LCD and DCNEC (if possible
POFI BLX, POFI KHA and POFI HUA)
Discussion on synergies between law
enforcement agencies and PMO
Decree 05 implementation
Meeting NUOL (FEB, FNS, FFS, FSS,
FES) and NAPPA
Discussion on progress and
achievements

EPF (Mme Bounphama)
EPF (Phornsamay)
EPF M&E (Khamsamai)

Kone and Gabriel

DOFI
office

EPF (Mme Bounphama)
EPF (Phornsamay)
EPF M&E (Phoui)
MAF DPF

Kone, Gabriel and
Viengkeo

DoFI
office

EPF (Soulideth, Somphone)

George and Steve

TBC

MONRE (DPC, PCD,
DNEP, NEIO, NRERI,
DEQP)
MAF (DOFI, DOF and
POFIs)
LCD and DCNEC
NUOL Faculties, NAPPA,
DRP PMO

All mission
members

TBC

9:00 - 11:00

Meeting with MAF DOF PAMD
Discussion on progress, achievements
and next steps

10:30 – 12:15

14:15 - 17:00

8:00 - 9:45

Venue

Viengkeo and
Steve

8:30 - 10:30

14:15 - 17:00

Participants from
WB

EPF
office/
DPR
office

Meeting with DPR PMO
Discussion on progress, achievements
and next steps (extension or closure)

13:00 – 14:00

Monday
Nov 12

Participants from
Government

Activities

Mission wrap up meeting
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EPF (Mme Bounphama)
EPF M&E (Phoui)
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List of acronyms
AF
BOD
BLX
CA
CAP
CEF
CITES
DCNEC
DEQP
DESIA
DFRM
DNREI
DNREP
DOF
DOFI
DOPF
DPC
DPR PMO
D-WEN
ECC
EPF
ESIA
ESMF
ESMP
FEB
FES
FFS
FNS
FSS
GEF
GG
GoL
HUA
IDA
IEE
IMS
ISP
KHA
Lao-WEN
LCD
LPB
MAF
M&E
MEM
METT
MICT
MOF
MONRE
MPI
MPS
MTR
NAPA
NEIO

Additional Financing
Board of Director (of EPF)
Bolikhamxay province
Conservation Agreement
Community Action Plan
Community Engagement Framework
Convention on International Trade of Endangered Species
Department of Combating Natural Resource and Environmental Crime (of MPS)
Department of Environment Quality Promotion (of MONRE)
Department of Environment and Social Impact Assessment (of MONRE)
Department of Forest Resources Management (of MONRE)
Department of Natural Resources and Environment Inspection (of MONRE)
Department of Natural Resources and Environment Policy (of MONRE)
Department of Forestry (of MAF)
Department of Forestry Inspection (of MAF)
Department of Planning and Finance (of MAF)
Department of Planning and Cooperation (of MONRE)
Department of Public Relations Prime Minister Office
District Wildlife Enforcement Network
Environmental Compliance Certificate
Environment Protection Fund
Environmental Social Impact Assessment
Environmental and Social Management Framework
Environmental and Social Management Policy
Faculty of Economic Business of National University of Laos
Faculty of Economic Sciences of National University of Laos
Faculty of Forestry Sciences of National University of Laos
Faculty of Natural Sciences of National University of Laos
Faculty of Social Sciences of National University of Laos
Global Environment Facility
Green Growth
Government of Lao PDR
Houaphan province
International Development Association
Initial Environmental Evaluation
Information Management System
Integrated Spatial Planning
Khammouane province
Lao Wildlife Enforcement Network
Lao Customs Department (of MOF)
Luang Prabang province
Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry
Monitoring and Evaluation
Ministry of Energy and Mines
Management Effectiveness Tracking Tool
Ministry of Information, Culture and Tourism
Ministry of Finance
Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment
Ministry of Planning and Investment
Ministry of Public Security
Mid-Term Review
National Academy of Public Administration
Natural Resources and Environment Inspection Office (of MONRE)
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NEPL
NNT
NPA
NRERI
NSEDP
NUOL
PA
PAFO
PCD
PDO
PFRM
PIM
POFI
PONRE
PPA
P-WEN
SVK
SDA
SEA
TA
TC
VTP
WA
WMPA
XKG

Nam-Et Phou Louey (National Protected Area)
Nakai-Nam Theun (National Protected Area)
National Protected Area
Natural Resources and Environment Research Institute
National Socio-Economic Development Plan
National University of Laos
Protected Area
Provincial Agriculture and Forestry Office
Pollution Control Department
Project Development Objective
Provincial Office of Forestry Resource Management
Project Implementation Manual
Provincial Office of Forestry Inspection
Provincial Office of Natural Resource and Environment
Project Preparation Advance
Provincial Wildlife Enforcement Network
Savannakhet province
Sub-project Delivery Agency
Strategic Environmental Assessment
Technical Assistance
Technical Committee
Vientiane Province
Withdrawal Advance
Watershed Management and Protection Authority
Xiengkhouang province
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List of People Met
The mission met with multiple government institutions and is grateful for the time and afforded.
Because of the large number of people met, this annex lists only the institution, highest ranked
staff person met and LENS2 sub-project coordinators. Nonetheless the mission extends its
appreciation to all people met.
INSTITUTIONS
EPF
MONRE

LEADERS/FOCAL POINTS
Mr. Khampadith Khammounheuang – Executive Director
Environment Protection Fund
Ms. Bounphama Phothisane – Deputy Executive Director
Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment
Cabinet

DEQP

DNREP (ex-DESIA)

NEIO (ex-DESIA)

DPC

PCD

NRERI

PONRE

MOF
LCD

Mr. Lonkham Atsanavong – Director General
Mr. Singsavanh Sinkavongxay, Deputy Director General
Ms. Soudavee Keopaseuth – Deputy Director of ISP Division,
Sub-project Coordinator
Ms. Phakkavanh Phissamay, Deputy Director General of
Department of Natural Resources
DNREP
and Environment Policy
Mr. Orlahun Bounyaphalom, Deputy Director General of
(ex-Department of Environmental
DNREP
and Social Impacts Assessment)
Mr. Lamphoukeo Kettavong – Director, Executive Division of
DNREP, Overall Coordination Division of DNEP
Mr. Aloune Sayavong, Director General, NEIO
Natural Resources and
Ms. Bouyaseng Sengkhammy, Deputy Director General, NEIO
Environment Inspection Office
Mr. Sommanat Atphasouk, Head Aministration office, NEIO
Mr. Virana Sonnasinh – Deputy Director General, Sub-project
Coordinator
Department of Planning and
Mr. Bounpakone Phongphichit, Director of Public Investment
Cooperation
Management Division, DPC
Ms. Sirikhan Douangchak, Technical staff
Ms. Southida Vatthanatham, Technical staff
Dr. Phengkhamla Phonvisai, Ph. D, Deputy Director General
Mr. Keosangkhom Phommaseng, Director of Division
Pollution Control Department
Mr. Khounsamay Silapheth, Deputy Director of Division
Mr. Sengkeo Tasaketh, Deputy Director of Division
Ms. Thidalath Vongxaya, Technical Staff
Mr. Virasack Chundara, Acting Director General, Sub-project
Natural Resources and
Supervisor
Environmental Institute
Mr. Khamhoo Project Coordinator
Provincial Office of Natural Resources & Environment
Mr. Lomyen Sisouvong – Head of Natural Resources and
Bolikhamxay
Environment Division
Mr. Bounpheng Xayyasin – Vice Head of Natural Resources
Khammouane
and Environment Division
Mr. Sisavang Nilakone – Vice Head of Natural Resources and
Savannakhet
Environment Division
Mr. Bounthavy Chanthavong, Vice Head of Natural Resources
Vientiane
and Environment Division
Ministry of Finance
Mr. Somphit Sengmanivong - LENS2 project advisor
Lao Customs Department
Mr. Khemthong Pongmala - LENS2 project coordinator
Department of Environment
Quality Promotion
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INSTITUTIONS
MAF
DOPF

DOFI
DOF
Protected Areas
Management
Division (ex-DFRM)

POFI

PAFO

MPS
DCNEC
PMO

DPR

NAPPA
NUOL

FFS

LEADERS/FOCAL POINTS
Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry (MAF)
Mr. Soulivong Xayngavong, Deputy Director General of DoPF
Department of Planning and
Mr. Thippavong Ounla, Director of Planning
Finances
Mr. Kinong Keopaserth, Technical staff
Mr. Thongphanh Ratanalangsy – Deputy Director General of
DOFI, LENS2 Advisor
Department of Forest Inspection
Mr. Khamphone Bounthavy – Deputy Director of Wildlife and
Aquatic Division, LENS2 Project Manager
Department of Forest
Mr. Sousath Sayakoummane, Director General
Mr. Bouaphanh Phanthavong – Deputy Director General
Mr. Lamphanh Komandanh - Protection Area Division Head,
Department of Forest Resources
Sub-project Coordinator (Components 1 to 3)
Management (was officially
Mr. Phouthone – Planning Division
integrated to DOF)
Mr. Sangthong Sythammakhot
Mr. Wihane Syboungheung – Sub-project Coordinator
Provincial Office of Forest Inspection
Mr. Phonesavanh Homabounlath - DG of PAFO
Bolikhamxay
Mr. Bantheung Keoketsy - LENS2 Project Manager
Mr. Bounchanh Saypanya - DG of PAFO
Khammouane
Mr. Khamkeo Latthayod - Director of POFI; LENS2 Project
Manager
Provincial Agriculture and Forestry Office
Bolikhamxay
Mr. Xaysompheng Sengkhamyong - Sub-project Manager
Mr. Sisomphone Soudthichak - Sub-project Advisor
Khammouane
Mr. Phongsamouth Inthanam - Sub-project Manager
Mr. Inpan Soonthanongsinh - DDG of PAFO
Savannakhet
Mr. Keodouangsy Phasaisy - Sub-project Manager
Mr. Phouvong Bounsoo - DG of PAFO
Vientiane
Mr. Ounehouane Keophomma - Sub-project Manager
Ministry of Public Security
Department of Combating Natural
Resources and Environmental
Mr. Phetmany Khemmana - LENS2 project manager
Crimes
Prime Minister’s Office
Mr. Somsamleth Thavikham – Deputy Director General of
Department of Public Relation, LENS2 Project
Ms. Phiengphachanh Keovongvichit – Deputy Director of
Department of Public Relations
Division, Project Assistant
Mr. Vanthong Lattanavilay – Deputy Director of Division,
Project Assistant
National Academy of Politics and
Public Administration
National University of Laos

Mr. Inthavong Khodpangna – Deputy Director, Administration
Office, Sub-project Manager
Dr. Somvang Phimmavong – Director Human Resources for
Protected Area and Wildlife Management, Sub-project
Manager
Mr. Bouangeunh Khensabab, Sub-project Administrative
Coordinator

Faculty of Forest Sciences
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INSTITUTIONS

LEADERS/FOCAL POINTS
Dr. Phengxay Deevanhxay, Lecturer Chemistry Department,
Sub-project Manager
Asst.Prof. Bounmark Inthiphone – Vice-Dean
Dr. Saychai Syladeth – Sub-project Manager

FNS

Faculty of Natural Science

FSS

Faculty of Social Sciences

FES

Faculty of Environmental Science
Faculty of Economic Business
Management

FEB
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Dr. Phouphet Kyophilavong - Vice Dean, Sub-project
Coordinator
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Status of Agreed Actions from the previous AM
No

Actions

Responsible

Due Date

Status as of end Nov. 2018

EPF project
coordinators

May 10,
2018

EPF

May 30,
2018

EPF

May 30,
2018

EPF proc. team

May 30
2018

On-going. The draft is being updated in October with input from
SDAs and will be completed before Nov. 5, 2018
Completed. The staff (Soulideth) is on board on 4 June 2018.
The TOR is the same as the previous TOR which was cleared by
WB. In August 2018, EPFO also plans to recruit one project
coordinator for non-LENS2 and a draft TOR is prepared.
On-going. In consultation with WB team, the criteria have been
integrated into the EPF Bylaws addendum and the final draft will
be submitted to Board in November 2018. After Board approval,
the criteria will be applied to LENS2 subprojects and the SDAs
will be informed.
Completed.

WB team

May 30,
2018

EPF FM team

May 30,
2018

MOF

May 30,
2018

EPF
1

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

EPF to finalize sub-project briefs.
EPF to prepare and submit the TOR
for additional EPF project
coordinators positions to the WB for
review.
EPF to define criteria for well
performing projects to become
eligible for supplemental financing or
study tours abroad and then
communicate these criteria to all SPs.
EPF to publish all approved
procurement plans in EPF website.
WB to review EPF strategy, 5-year
plan, HR policy/manual, and fundraising strategy and provide inputs on
possible EPF By-Law amendment.
EPF to complete revision of the FM
Manual.
MOF to clear two pending
Withdrawal Applications sent from
EPF to MOF on April 5, 2018 and
April 26, 2018.
EPF, MONRE DPC, and MAF DPF
to hold monthly coordination meeting
on SP portfolio implementation
performance, with a first meeting to
be held by June 4, and minutes
provided to the WB.

EPF/ MONRE
DPC/ MAF
DPF

June 4,
2018
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Completed. The documents however were adjusted according to
comments from concerned agencies and Board. The final (Lao
version) will be submitted to Board for approval in early
November 2018.
Completed. The FM manual was sent to WB and received
comment. EPF FM team is revising the manual in responding to
WB comment and will discuss the final version with WB during
the mission in November 2018.
Completed.

Completed. Due to reorganization of MAF and MONRE,
changes of SDA team in some subprojects, and the need for
LENS2 to facilitate timely achievement of MONRE’s
obligations to GG-DPO, a number of meetings among EPF,
MONRE DPC, and MONRE SDAs were conducted during MayAugust 2018 to clarify institutional issues (PCD, NRERI, DEQP,
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No

Actions

Responsible

Due Date

10

EPF to finalize and submit the
LENS2 PIM.

EPF M&E team

June 30,
2018

11

EPF to prepare a comprehensive
programmatic training program draft
proposal and to send to the Bank for
review.

EPF

June 30,
2018

12

EPF to submit FY17 audit report and
management letter.

EPF

June 30,
2018

13

EPF to prepare and submit the 6months implementation report to the
WB.

EPF to allocate remaining LENS2
budget to well-performing SPs (based
14
on criteria to be developed) and SPs
contributing to the GG DPO
achievements.
All Sub-project Delivery Agencies
SDAs to prepare 6-months
15
implementation report and submit to
EPF.

EPFM&E team

July 15,
2018

EPF

Dec. 15,
2018

All SDAs

June 30,
2018
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Status as of end Nov. 2018
DNEP, and NEIO). EPF team also assisted MONRE SDAs
revised and/or updated their proposals and secure no-objection
from the WB. A TC meeting was conducted in July 2018 to
report the implementation progress of LENS2 as well as to
endorse 4 new non-LENS2 projects.
On-going. The draft LENS2 PIM was revised in close
consultation with WB team. However, in line with the new EPF
decree (2017) and Bylaws (2018), it is EPF decision to prepare
only 1 set of a consolidated EPF operations manual (EPF-OM)
to be applied to all EPF projects including LENS2. The EPF-OM
will comprise 5 volumes: (1) main report, (2) project operations
manual, (3) M&E, (4) financial manual, and (5) procurement and
it will be completed by end of 2018. Informal consultation with
WB team has been initiated.
On-going. A draft TOR was prepared. However, it has been
decided to delay for possible incorporation of this service into
UNOPS TA. Scope of the UNOPS TA and engagement
mechanism will be discussed with WB in November 2018. A
draft TOR for UNOPS TA is prepared.
Completed.
Completed. First draft was submitted to WB in late August with
1 month delay in submission of IFR. After received WB
comment, the revised draft was sent to WB on 18 October 2018
and the IFR revision is on-going.
Not yet due. EPFO worked closely with WB team to develop
criteria for fund allocation including actions to be undertaken
with poor and well performing SP. This is part of the EPF Bylaws
addendum expected to be submitted to Board for approval in Mid
November 2018. This is to ensure achievement of the GG-DPO.
Completed (with some delay for some SDAs)
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No

Actions

SDAs to identify top 3 most
promising communication stories (1
16
page each plus photos, etc.) based on
SP results and forward to EPF for
further development.
Wildlife law enforcement Portfolio

Responsible

Due Date

All SDAs

Sept.30,
2018

17

DOFI to procure IMS consultant.

DOFI

May 30,
2018

18

DOFI to procure wildscan software in
Lao language.

DOFI

May 30,
2018

19

DOF and DOFI to prepare the
wildlife legality compendium
workshop and sent official invitation
letter.

DOF/DOFI

June 15,
2018

POFI BLX,
POFI KHA,
POFI HUA

June 15,
2018

20

MAF/POFIs to update the AWPB and
procurement plan based on discussion
and agreed suggestion and submit to
EPF.

Protected Areas Management Portfolio

36

Status as of end Nov. 2018
On-going. EPFO will assign the communication and fundraising
officer (newly on board in October) to discuss with the SDA and
prepare the stories.

Completed. A national consultant (Mr. Bounkong Phothisane)
has been mobilized for this task and his contract has been
extended to end of 2018 with no additional cost.
Proposed to drop. After consultation, DOFI informed that the
wildscan is not required at this stage and proposed the action t be
dropped. DOFI will use the existing manuals and legislations that
they have (such as the Decision of Lao Prime Minister on
Prohibited Species List I and Management List or Species List II
of Wildlife and Aquatic life N.81/PM, Dated 13rd August 2018)
first and DOFI have been working with WWF and WCS in LAO
PDR on Wildlife Specimen, Wildlife Product and Wildlife
Identification, and will focus on taking actions on the ground.
On-going. The preparation letter was prepared and ready to be
sent per schedule. However, it was not possible to conduct the
workshop due to unavailability of top management of MAF. It
has been agreed now that the compendium workshop will be
conducted in fourth week of November 2018. However, DOFI
and POFIs conducted DOFI conducted the regional workshop
roll outs to POFIs to disseminate PM’s Administrative Order 05
on the strictness of management and inspection of wildlife and
plants. Discussion on provincial interim SOP and function of PWEN team has been emphasized.
Completed. AWPBs were revised in include new activities
agreed with WB during the April 2018 mission. The AWPB was
submitted to EPF and then to WB. WB provided no-objection to
all three POFIs.
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No

Actions

EPF and MAF/DOF to continue
follow up and complete transfer of
21
office equipment purchased under the
former component 4 of the PICEPAW 001 SP.
NEPL SP: Sufficient information on
NN3 would be provided by MONRE
22
to the Bank so a no objection decision
on the NEPL SP could be made.
All PAFOs with office construction
or expansion of an existing site
23
should update their ESMPs as soon as
sites are selected and submit to EPF
for review.
Environmental Management Portfolio

24

25

26

MONRE/PCD to review the
Supplemental Financing proposal
based on EPF TC conclusion and
submit to the WB.

MONRE/NEIO to prepare the AWPB
and submit to the WB.
MONRE/DPC to organize a meeting
with MONRE /PCD, NRERI and
DNREP and NEIO to define the
modality/procedures to publish up-todate reports on MONRE website
(related to LENS2 PDO indicator #4).

Responsible

Due Date

Status as of end Nov. 2018
Completed. See list below.

EPF, MAF DOF

May 30,
2018

MONRE, MAF
DOF

Before
May 18,
2018

PAFOs/DOF

On-Going

PCD

May 30,
2018

NEIO

May 30,
2018

MONRE DPC

May 30,
2018
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Completed. MONRE and DOF provided information (EIA for
NN3) report to WB. Discussion between WB and MONRE is
on-going. It is expected that WB will make final decision on the
NEPL subproject during the mission in November 2018.
Completed. All 7 PAFOs completed site selection and start
construction. Five ESMPs were updated and submitted to EPF
and WB. 2 ESMPs (LPB and XK) are being reviewed by EPFO
and they will be submitted to WB in November 2018.

On-going. In line with the new PCD and NRERI mandates and
PCD proposal for additional fund ($0.6million), there were
discussion on allocation of resources to NRERI to ensure
achievement of GG-DPO targets. In June 2018, the minister
provided clarity on PCD and NRERI responsibility under
LENS2 and allocated $0.2million of PCD additional budget to
NRERI to procurement equipment for PM2.5 monitoring. The
NRERI proposal for additional fund ($0.2M) was submitted to
EPF and obtained WB NOL in October 2018. EPFO is working
with PCD to revise its proposal for additional fund ($0.4million)
and this will be resubmitted to TC in December meeting.
Completed. The proposal and AWPB was submitted to WB and
obtained WB NOL in October 2018.
Completed. DPC organized meetings and it was agreed that
DPC will be responsible for publishing all reports related to
LENS2 PDO indicator #4. The agencies responsible for report
preparation will send the report to DPC.
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No

Actions

MONRE/DPC to organize a meeting
with DNREP and NEIO to revise the
27
ESIA/EII database TOR and submit
to WB for no objection.
MONRE/DNREP and NEIO to
28
procure technical assistance to
develop the ESIA/EII database.
MONRE/DNREP to finalize and send
29
the ESIA PM Decree to WB.
MONRE/DEQP to finalize and send
30
the SEA Guidelines PM Decree to
WB.
MONRE/NRERI to finalize and send
the MONRE decision on procedures
31
for sampling and monitoring air
quality (PM 2.5 and PM 10) and
water quality to WB.
Education and capacity building portfolio
DPR PMO to finalize the proposal for
32
the high-decision level field visit in
selected NPAs and submit to WB.
DPR PMO to request 6-month sub33
project extension to EPF.
NUOL FEBM to hire a new sub34
project coordinator.

Responsible

Due Date

Status as of end Nov. 2018

MONRE/DPC/
DNEP / NEIO

May 30,
2018

Completed. The TOR was revised, and the final draft received
WB NOL and procurement process is on-going. It is expected
that the consultant will be on board in November 2018.

MONRE/DNEP
and NEIO

June 30,
2018

DNEP

June 30,
2018

DEQP

June 30,
2018

NRERI

June 30,
2018

DPR PMO

May 30,
2018
June 30,
2018
June 30,
2018

DPR PMO
NUOL FEB

Completed. See 27 above

On-going. The final draft will be sent to WB before the WB
mission in early November 2018
Completed. The final draft guideline was sent to WB in
October 2018. It will be submitted to the MONRE Minister in
early November 2018.
Completed. The draft procedure was sent to WB in October
2018. It will be submitted to the MONRE Minister in early
November 2018.

Completed.

Completed. The agreement has been extended for 6months.
On-going. Selection of the candidate has been completed and
negotiation is on-going.

Specific agreed Action plan on Procurement Management

No
1

Actions
EPF to prepare and submit the TOR for 2
additional EPF project coordinator positions and
FM officer to the WB for review

Responsible Due Date
May 30,
2018

EPF

38

Status as of end Sept. 2018
Completed. The two TORs were prepared in June
and finalized in September and being procured.
EPF Funding for these 2 positions
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No

Actions

Responsible Due Date

2

EPF to upload all approved procurement plan in
EPF website

EPF proc.
Team

May 30
2018

3

EPF to assess the M&E governance and to define
clear procedures (including the role of MONRE
and MAF central departments) and submit to the
Bank

EPF M&E
team

June 30,
2018

4

EPF to submit justification letter and draft contract
for bank review and have no objection on renew
contract with project technical management
advisor

EPF proc.
team

June 30,
2018

5

EPF to submit justification letter and draft contract
for bank review and have no objection on renew
contract with audit firm

EPF proc.
team

June 30,
2018

6

EPF to deliver procurement workshop/training to
SDAs (goods, works, consulting service)

7

EPF to improve/update procurement tracking form

8

Liaison with SDAs to assigned project
procurement management person in charge

9

EPF to upload procurement packages under C3
and subprojects (prior review only) into STEP

10

EPF to conduct In-house procurement-finance
workshop/training

EPF proc.
team

June 30,
2018

EPF proc.
team
EPF
Executive
Director
EPF
procurement
team
WB and EPF
proc. team

June 30,
2018
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June 30,
2018
June 30,
2018
July 30,
2018

Status as of end Sept. 2018
Completed. Procurement plan were uploaded
during July 2018 after AWPB approved (revision
after bank mission)
On-going. Assessing the M&E governance and
define clear procedure (role of MONRE and MAF)
has found to be difficult and require more time and
efforts. An effective way to complete this action is
being discussed within EPFO. An option is to
include it in UNOPS TA.
Completed. The contract was signed in late
August 2018 and missions start.

Completed. Justification letter and draft contract
was sent for bank review on 21 May and bank gave
no objection on 4 June 2018
On-going. Needs for EPF procurement training
was discussed was discussed within EPFO and is
considered ineffective given past experience. This
need will be discussed with WB during the
November mission and it may be considered as
part of UNOPS TA.
Completed. It was updated in October 2018
Completed.

Completed. It was uploaded in May 2018

On-going. Similar to activity 6 above.
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No
11

12
13

Actions
EPF to recruit consultant to develop FM software
(one EPF one agenda)
EPF to recruit international consultant for
operationalizing EPF Revenue Sources and
prioritization mechanism
EPF to recruit consultant to design training
package

Responsible Due Date
EPF proc.
team

July 30,
2018

EPF proc.
team

July 30,
2018

EPF proc.
team

July
30,2018

Status as of end Sept. 2018
On-going. This TA is being reconsidered. A draft
TOR is prepared and commented by WB. Need to
identify funding source.
On-going. This TA is being discussed to address
the real internal issues and it has been incorporated
into a draft TOR for UNOPS.
On-going. A draft TOR was prepared, and it has
been incorporated into UNOPS TA.

Specific agreed Action plan on Financial Management
Responsible
party

Actions

1

2
3
1

2

3

EPF
Complete revision of the FMM as agreed in the previous mission and
also to (i) include or refer to the appropriate section of the OM for
FM procedures relating to closing and cancelling of sub-projects and
(ii) additional clarification on calculation and payment of DSA.
To continue follow up and complete transfer of office equipment
purchased under the former component 4 of the PICE-PAW 001 from
Submit FY17 audit report and management letter
MAF/DOF PAMD (ex-DFRM)
Update fixed asset register with accurate details and locations
PFRM/LPB
Provide missing supporting documents for “Advance liquidationmeeting with the community in Phupatune and Kuangsi falls on
25/12/2017”
Improve workshop participants registration sheet

40

Target date for
completion

Status as of Sept.
2018
Completed.

EPF

May 30, 2018

EPF,
DOF

May 30, 2018

EPF

June 30, 2018

DOF

By May 15, 2018

PAFO/LPB
Finance and
project team
PFRM/LPB
Finance and
project team

Completed.
Completed.

Completed.
Completed

By May 15, 2018
Completed.
On going
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4

5
6
7
8

9

Actions

Responsible
party

Target date for
completion

Work with EPF on the issue of project assets not transferred from
PONRE-LPB

PFRM/LPB
Finance and EPF

By May 31, 2018

PONRE/LPG
Transfer the remaining project assets from the original project to
PFRM LPB i.e. 1 printer and 2 digital cameras.
Update the advance outstanding figures in the November, 2017
monthly report
To submit the monthly report for December 2017, January and
February 2018 to EPF
Provide missing supporting docs from advance liquidation“Capacity building and monitoring workshop held on 10/10/2017”
MAF/DOFI

PONRE/LPB
TEAM
PONRE/LPB
Finance Team
PONRE/LPB
Finance Team
PONRE/LPB
Finance Team

Update fixed asset register with update conditions

DOFI Finance
team

By May 15, 2018

FEB Finance
team

By May 15, 2018

FES Finance
team

By May 15, 2018

By May 31, 2018 or
as soon as possible
By May 15, 2018
By May 15, 2018
By May 15, 2018

Status as of Sept.
2018
Completed

Completed.
Completed.
Completed.
Completed.

Completed.

NUOL/FEB
10

Update fixed asset register with camping gear equipment

Completed.

NUOL/FES
11

Update fixed asset register with complete details and asset conditions

Completed.

NUOL/FNS
12

Update fixed asset register with complete details and locations

13

To work with EPF procurement team on establishing contract for
vehicle rental services

14

MONRE/NRERI
Renew the project car insurance premium to cover damages to project
vehicle and third parties
LCD

41

FNS Finance
team
FNS Finance
team and EPF
procurement
team
NRERI Finance
team

By May 15, 2018

On-going.
On-going.

By May 30, 2018

By May 30, 2018

Completed
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Actions

Responsible
party

Target date for
completion

15

Review asset register and update for asset recently received

LCD

By May 30, 2018

16

Purchase insurance for project vehicle

LCD

As soon as possible

Status as of Sept.
2018
Completed
Completed

FM recommendations on assets transfers:

No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Item Descriptions
Office table TANYO x9 units
Meeting table
Filling cabinet x7 units
Office chairs x9 units
Meeting chair x6 units
HP Desktop x4 units
Notebook HP x4 units
Macbook pro
PC Power storage x4 units
HP printer
EPSON projector x2 units
Digital Camera x1 unit
GPS GARMIN x5 units

Asset Code
PICE PAW 001 DFRM15-050 to 058
PICE PAW 001 DFRM15-059
PICE PAW 001 DFRM15-060 to 066
PICE PAW 001 DFRM15-067 to 75
PICE PAW 001 DFRM15-076 to 81
PICE PAW 001 DFRM15-082 to o85
PICE PAW 001 DFRM15-086 to 089
PICE PAW 001 DFRM15-090
PICE PAW 001 DFRM15-091-094
PICE PAW 001 DFRM15-095
PICE PAW 001 DFRM15-096 & 97
PICE PAW 001 DFRM15-098
PICE PAW 001 DFRM15-099 to103
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Location
DFRM Office
DFRM Office
DFRM Office
DFRM Office
DFRM Office
DFRM Office
DFRM Office
DFRM Office
DFRM Office
DFRM Office
DFRM Office
DFRM Office
DFRM Office

Remarks
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
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LENS2 budget and tentative currency exchange variation
84.
The LENS2 project is financed by one IDA Grant (IDA H9150) of SDR 3 million, one IDA
Credits (IDA 53830) of SDR 8.2 million and one GEF Grant (TF 16619) of USD 6.83 million
approved by the World Bank Board on April 2, 2014 as well as one additional IDA Credit (IDA
56200) of SDR 10.7 million approved by the World Bank on April 29, 2015, for a total amount of
USD 38.83 million equivalent.
85.
As of November 21th, 2018, the LENS2 budget disbursement is at 40.12%: SDR 9,362
million (from the three IDA financing agreements) and USD 2,588 million (GEF financing
agreement) have been disbursed, that represents approximatively USD 15, 579 million (based on the
present XDR/USD currency exchange rate: 1.38745).
Financing
agreement

Financial
agreement
signing date

IDA
53830
(XDR)

May 14th,
2014 (PAW
project)
June 4th,
2015
(LENS2
project)
May 14th,
2014 (PAW
project)
May 14th,
2014 (PAW
project)

IDA
56200
(XDR)
IDA
H9150
(XDR)
TF16619
(USD)
Total

Original
amount in
currency of
commitment

Original
amount in
USD

Disbursed
amount in
currency of
commitment

% of
disbursement

Disbursed
amount in
USD

SDR 8,200,000

12,500,000

6,048,135.61

74%

8,391,485.75

SDR
10,700,000

15,000,000

314,343.29

3%

436,135.60

SDR 3,000,000

4,500,000

3,000,000

100%

4,162,350.00

USD 6,830,000

6,830,000

2,588,814.72

38%

2,588,814.72

40.12%

15,578,786.07

38,830,000

86.
The currency fluctuation can impact positively or negatively the overall LENS2 budget.
Nevertheless, the impact’s magnitude on the overall LENS2 budget depends primarily on the
amplitude’s level of the rate change.
87.
In the past five years, the currency
exchange rate from SDR to USD (XDR/USD)
decreased by 9.2% (from 1.52 on November
21th, 2013 to 1.38 on November 21th, 2018)
whereas, at same time, the currency exchange
rate from USD to LAK (USD/LAK) increased
by 7.7% (from 7,956 to 8,567).
88.
However, currency depreciation
and/or appreciation is not linear in the time
period and the rate can evolve sometimes
abruptly.

Figure 1 - Fluctuation of XDR/USD and USD/LAK
exchange rates from April 2014 to Nov 2018
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89.
In the case of the LENS2 project financing, the IDA 53830 and IDA H9150, representing
SDR 11,2 million, were approved in 2014 when the XDR/USD rate was higher whereas the IDA
56200, representing SDR 10.7 million, was approved in 2015 when the XDR/USD was around the
same rate than today. Thus, the erosion of the overall LENS2 budget in USD caused by SDR
fluctuation is estimated to 4.2%.
Financing
agreement

Original
amount
in
currency of commitment

IDA Credit
53830 (XDR)
IDA Credit
56200 (XDR)
IDA Grant
H9150 (XDR)
GEF Grant
TF16619 (USD)
Total

12,500,000
(rate: 1.52439)
15,000,000
(rate: 1.4018)
4,500,000
(rate:1.52439)

Original amount in
actual USD (rate Nov. 21,
2018)
11,377,090
(rate: 1.38745)
14,845,715
(rate: 1.38745)
4,162,350
(rate: 1.38745)

6,830,000

6,830,000

1

38,830,000

37,215,155

-4.2%

Original amount in
USD equivalent

SDR 8,200,000
SDR 10,700,000
SDR 3,000,000
USD 6,830,000

%
variation
-8.98%
-1.03%
-8.98%

90.
However, the appreciation of the USD against the LAK has allowed to compensate the
budget erosion caused by the SDR fluctuation. As the USD has appreciated against the LAK, the
original amount in actual KIP rate is 6% higher than the original amount in LAK at the starting date
of the PAW project and later the LENS2 project.
Financing
agreement
IDA Credit
53830
(XDR)
IDA Credit
56200
(XDR)
IDA Grant
H9150
(XDR)
GEF Grant
TF16619
(USD)
Total

Date of
effectiveness

Original amount
in USD eq.

Original amount in
LAK (rate: date of
effectiveness)

Original amount in
actual LAK (rate: Nov.
21, 2018)

%
variation

July 4th, 2014

12,500,000

100,462,500,000
(rate: 8037)

107,098,750,000
(rate: 8567.9)

6.6%

October 1st,
2015

15,000,000

122,248,500,000
(rate: 8149.9)

128,518,500,000
(rate: 8567.9)

5.1%

July 4th, 2014

4,500,000

36,166,500,000
(rate: 8037)

38,555,550,000
(rate: 8567.9)

6.6%

July 4th, 2014

6,830,000

54,892,710,000
(rate: 8037)

58,518,757,000
(rate: 8567.9)

6.6%

38,830,000

313,770,210,000

332,691,557,000

6.0%

91.
And the original LENS2 budget in actual XDR/USD and USD/KIP exchange rates has
increased by 1.6%.
Financing
agreement

Original
amount in USD
equivalent

Actual amount
in actual USD
(rate Nov. 21,
2018)

Original amount in
LAK (rate: date of
effectiveness)

Original amount in
actual LAK (rate:
Nov. 21, 2018

%
variation

IDA Credit
53830
(XDR)

12,500,000
(rate: 1.52439)

11,377,090
(rate: 1.38745)

100,462,500,000
(rate: 8037)

97,477,769,411 (rate:
8567.9)

-3%
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IDA Credit
56200
(XDR)
IDA Grant
H9150
(XDR)
GEF Grant
TF16619
(USD)
Total

15,000,000
(rate: 1.4018)

14,845,715
(rate: 1.38745)

122,248,500,000
(rate: 8149.9)

127,196,601,548 (rate:
8567.9)

+4%

4,500,000
(rate:1.52439)

4,162,350
(rate: 1.38745)

36,166,500,000
(rate: 8037)

35,662,598,565.00
(rate: 8567.9)

-1.4%

6,830,000

6,830,000

54,892,710,000
(rate: 8037)

58,518,757,000
(rate: 8567.9)

+6.6%

38,830,000

37,215,155

313,770,210,000

318,855,726,524

1.6%

92.
Finally, as the two IDA funds approved in 2014 when the SDR against the USD was higher,
are respectively fully and almost fully disbursed, the undisbursed amount (using the actual
XDR/USD exchange rate) in actual LAK is higher by 3.96% compared to the undisbursed original
amount (using the original XDR/USD rate) in LAK rate at the effectiveness date.

Financing
agreement
IDA Credit
53830
(XDR)
IDA Credit
56200
(XDR)
IDA Grant
H9150
(XDR)
GEF Grant
TF16619
(USD)
Total

Undisbursed
amount in
currency of
commitment

Undisbursed
amount in
USD (original
XDR/USD
rate)

Undisbursed
amount (original
XDR/USD rate) in
LAK (rate: date of
effectiveness)

Undisbursed
amount in
USD (actual
XDR/USD
rate)

Undisbursed
amount (actual
XDR/USD rate) in
actual LAK (rate:
Nov. 21, 2018

2,151,864.39

3,280,281.08
(rate: 1.52439)

26,733,962,793
(rate: 8037)

2,985,604.25
(rate: 1.38745)

25,580,498,213
(rate: 8567.9)

10,385,656.71

14,559,331.84
(rate: 1.4018)

117,013,349,970
(rate: 8149.9)

14,409,579.40
(rate: 1.4018)

123,460,509,009
(rate: 8567.9)

0

0

0

0

0

4,241,185.28

4,241,185.28

34,565,235,913
(rate: 8037)

4,241,185.28

36,338,249,636
(rate: 8567.9)

22,080,798.20

178,312,548,676

21,636,368.93

185,379,256,857

93.
While the USD/LAK exchange rate increase is expected to continue in 2019; mitigating the
impact of the SDR fluctuation, the best solution to mitigate risk of budget erosion is to spend the
budget instead of saving it.
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LENS2 Results Framework
Revised Results Framework and Monitoring Indicators
Country: Lao PDR
Project Name: Second Lao Environment and Social Project
Updated November 2018 - based on EPF semester report 2018 and mission
Notes: All indicators refer to support provided by the project between 2014 - June 2021 and are cumulative, unless otherwise noted. Baseline dates vary
depending on the indicator.
Project Development Objective and Global Environmental Objective
Current PDO/GEO Statement
To help strengthen selected environmental protection management systems, specifically for protected areas conservation, enforcement of wildlife laws and
environmental assessment management.
These results are at
Project Level
PDO/GEO Indicators
Cumulative Target Values (unless otherwise noted)
Indicator Name
Revised indicator 1.
(replaces original
indicator 1)
Increased score on
Protected Area
Management
Effectiveness Tracking
Tool (METT) (number)

Baseline

0
(2016)

Dec 2014

-

Dec 2015

-

Dec 2016

0

Dec 2017

0

June 2018

2

Dec 2019

5

Dec 2020

7

End Target
June 2021

10

Achievements:
0
0
1.7
5.8
Indicator definition: The indicator supports the PDO dimension “protected areas conservation.” It measures the strength and effectiveness of institutions in
managing protected areas (PA) and biodiversity on 1,297,469 ha in 11 PAs using the standardized Management Effectiveness Tracking Tool (METT) for PAs.
The 11 PAs are Nakai-Nam Theun 438,000 ha, Nam Et-Phou Louey 420,000 ha, Upper Nam Mouane 107,000 ha, Dong Natad 6,300 ha, PhoumeuthPhousankheuan 24,307 ha, Nam Xam 70,000 ha, Tad Kuang Xi 34,934 ha, Phou Saboth Poung Chong 149,030 ha, Nam-In Phou Hinleckfai 16,898 ha, Phou
Chomvoy 23,000 ha and Phou Khao Khoay 8,000 ha. Each individual PA sub-project under implementation with LENS2 financing will be scored separately, and
averaged together for aggregated reporting in this results framework. Individual scores for each PA will be presented in the EPF’s semi-annual M&E reports for
LENS2. Baseline METT score is 22 and end of project target is 32, which is an increase of 10 compared to the baseline year. The 10 sub-projects supporting the
11 PAs are scheduled to all be under implementation in calendar year 2018 after sub-project proposals were completed and submitted to EPF in 2017.
Revised indicator 2.
0
0
2
18
55
75
75
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(replaces original
indicator 2)
Wildlife trafficking cases
involving CITES 1 listed
species that are referred to
the national and/or
provincial public
prosecutor office
(number)

(2016)

Achievements:
0
0
4
12
Indicator definition: The indicator supports the PDO dimension “enforcement of wildlife laws.” This indicator measures the relative strength of the Lao Wildlife
Enforcement Network (Lao-WEN) agencies (DOFI and POFI, Environmental Police, Customs) to enforce wildlife trafficking laws involving CITES 1 listed
species, including capacity to detect, investigate and ultimately prosecute wildlife trafficking cases. Any Lao-WEN agency can open an investigation but only the
public prosecutor’s office can prosecute; when a case is referred to the public prosecutor’s office for prosecution, the case is counted as ’1’ and reported in this
matrix.
Sub-indicator 1a: This sub-indicator counts the number of wildlife trafficking cases involving CITES 1 and non-CITES listed species opened for investigation
by any of the Lao-WEN agencies. Opening a case for investigation is the intermediary step within the law enforcement process (detection, investigation,
prosecution), and allows law enforcement agencies to investigate, search and gather evidence necessary for prosecution. A case is considered open for investigation
when a search warrant is issued. Any Lao-WEN agency can open an investigation; when this happens, and the agency is supported directly or indirectly by the
LENS2 project, a case is counted as ’1’ and reported in this matrix.
Revised sub-indicator 2a.
Number of wildlife
trafficking cases involving
0
0
20
65
145
250
250
CITES1 and non-CITES
(2016)
listed species opened for
investigation (number)
Achievements:
Revised indicator 3.
(replaces original
indicator 3)
Score of functional
capacity of Environment
Protection Fund (EPF)
and key institutions
implementing sub-projects
(number) (annual)

0

-

-

0

9

16

11
(2016)

-

-

11

18

23

47

27

30

31
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Achievements:
11
11
19
19
Indicator definition: The indicator supports all PDO dimensions. This indicator measures the level of improvement of functional capacity of mentioned agencies
and institutions. The calculation relies on a matrix developed by targeted agencies and institutions (with Environment Protection Fund team technical support)
combined with a self-assessment approach. This matrix, named Index of Functional Capacity, is made of 10 criteria, each scored from 1 to 10 for a potential of
100 for each SDA. Each targeted institution implementing sub-projects with LENS2 financing will be scored separately and averaged for reporting on this indicator
in this results framework.
Sub-indicators 3a to 3f: The sub-indicators disaggregate the parent indicator to track the level of improvement of functional capacity of the Environment Protection
Fund (EPF), the relevant Department of Forestry (DOF) under Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry (MAF) supported by LENS2 project to supervise management
of the National Protected Areas (NPAs) systems of Lao PDR and strengthen the management capacities of the Protected Area and Protection Forest and wildlife
conservation (ex-DFRM), the National Academy of Public Administration (NAPA), the Department of Public Relation of the Prime Minister Office (DPR-PMO),
the group of Faculties2, and the group of Protected Areas Management Units 3.
Revised sub-indicator 3a.
Score of functional
22
capacity of Environment
22
22
30
35
45
52
52
(2015)
Protection Fund (EPF)
(number) (annual)
Achievements:
Revised sub-indicator 3b.
Score of functional
capacity of Department of
Public Relations of the
Prime Minister Office
(DPR PMO) (number)
(annual)
Achievements:
Revised sub-indicator 3c.
Average of score of
functional capacity of
Faculties (NUOL FFS,
FSS, FNS, FES, FEB)
(number) (annual)

22

-

22

28

33

34

11
(2015)

-

11

11

29

34

11

-

11

20

24

30

11
(2016)

-

-

11

17

22

2

34

34

34

25

28

28

This group includes National University of Laos (NUOL) Faculty of Forestry Science (FFS), Faculty of Social Science (FSS), Faculty of Natural Science (FNS), Faculty of
Environmental Science (FES) and Faculty of Economic and Business Management (FEBM).
3 This group includes Nam-Et Phou Louey NPA Management Unit, Nakai-Nam Theun NPA Management, Dong Natad PPA Management Unit (PAFO Savannakhet), Nam Xam
NPA Management Unit (PAFO Houaphan), Phou Sabot Poung Chong NPA Management Unit (PAFO Xieng Khouang), Tag Kuang Xee PPA (PAFO Luang Prabang), Upper Nam
Mouane NPA (PAFO Bolikhamxay), Nam-In Phou Hinleckfai PPA (PAFO Khammouane), Phou Meud – Phou San PPA (PAFO Vientiane).
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Achievements:
Revised sub-indicator 3d.
Average of score of
functional capacity of
Protected Area
Management Units
(NEPL, WMPA, PAFO
LPB, PAFO HUA, PAFO
XKG, PAFO BLX, PAFO
KHA, PAFO SVK and
PAFO VTP) (number)
(annual)
Achievements:
Revised sub-indicator 3e.
Score of functional
capacity of MAF DOF
Protected Area
Management Division (exDFRM) (number)
(annual)
Achievements:
Revised sub-indicator 3f.
Score of functional
capacity of National
Academy of Public
Administration (NAPA)
(number) (annual)
Achievements:

11

13

21

25

11
(2016)

-

-

11

11

17

11

-

-

11

12

13

10
(2014)

10

11

13

19

20

10

10

12

13

15

13

1
(2016)

-

-

1

6

11

1

-

-

1

6

2

49

24

30

31

20

22

22

13

13

13
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Revised indicator 4.
(replaces original
indicator 4)
Up-to-date reports
published on relevant
government websites
including (i) compliance
monitoring for Category 2
projects, and (ii) state of
air and noise quality and
(iii) national pollution
inventory (number)

0
(2017)

-

-

8

21

0

(Note: 13
reports
prepared but
not disclosed
on website as
of Dec. 2017)

0
Achievements:

0

-

-

(Note: 8 reports
prepared but not
disclosed on
website)

43

55

87

87

-

-

-

0
(Note: 15 reports
prepared but not
disclosed on
website as of
June 2018

Indicator definition: The indicator supports the PDO dimension “environmental management and assessment.” This indicator measures delivery and disclosure
of reports on regulatory compliance, an important feature of good environment management and assessment, including governance and transparency. The indicator
counts the number of reports, disaggregated into five sub-indicators which measure the individual strengths of relevant MONRE departments to monitor pollution
and mitigate environmental impact of large Category 2 projects (energy production, extractive industry, road infrastructure) that have potentially severe
environment and social impact (comparable to the World Bank Category A).
Sub-project indicators 4a to 4c: The sub-indicators disaggregate the parent indicator to track the effort and outcomes of relevant MONRE department work to
monitor the level of compliance of investment projects registered in Category 2 with Environmental and Social Impact Assessment (ESIA) / Initial Environmental
Examination (IEE) regulations and ensure public information disclosure.
Sub-project indicator 4d and 4e: The sub-indicators disaggregate the parent indicator to track the effort and outcomes of relevant MONRE work to monitor
pollution in targeted provinces and/or at national level, as well as ensure public information disclosure.
Revised sub-indicator 4a.
Compliance monitoring
reports for hydropower
0
7
16
24
32
40
40
projects registered in
(2017)
environment impact
Category 2 published on
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the MONRE website
(number)
Achievements:
Revised sub-indicator 4b.
Compliance monitoring
reports for mining
projects registered in
environment impact
Category 2 published on
the MONRE website
(number)
Achievements:
Revised sub-indicator 4c.
Compliance monitoring
reports for road projects
registered in environment
impact Category 2
published on the MONRE
website (number)
Achievements:
New sub-indicator 4d.
State of air and noise
quality report published
on the MONRE website
(number)
Achievements:
New sub-indicator 4e.
National pollution
inventory report published
on the MONRE website
(number)
Achievements:

0

-

-

0

0

0

0
(2017)

-

-

1

5

7

0

-

-

0

0

0

0
(2017)

-

-

0

0

2

0

-

-

0

0

0

0
(2017)

-

-

0

0

1

0

-

-

0

0

0

0
(2017)

-

-

0

0

3

0

-

-

0

0

0

51

10

24

24

4

7

7

3

7

7

6

9

9
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New indicator 5.
(replaces original
indicator 5 moved to
intermediate level)
5-year provincial or
sectoral development
plans that include
environmental planning,
monitoring, assessment, or
management components
supported by MONRE or
MPI (number)

0
(2017)

-

-

0

0

0

0

20

20

Achievements:
0
0
0
0
Indicator definition: The indicator supports all PDO dimensions. The new indicator measures the number of development plans (sectoral or provincial) that
incorporate at least one environmental management component developed or promoted by LENS2 sub-projects implemented by MPI and MONRE. The four
components are:
1. “Review of environmental monitoring arrangements” -- a section in the plan that defines effective environmental monitoring;
2. “Integrated Green Growth (GG) M&E framework” -- the inclusion of GG indicators in the plan’s M&E framework with a section on how the sector or
province contributes to the country’s GG priorities.
3. “Review of Integrated Spatial Plans (ISP)” -- an ISP annexed to the plan and a section listing investment projects that potentially conflict with land use
plans;
4. “Review of Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) recommendations” -- a section in the plan that lists SEA recommendations and how each one
has been or will be addressed.
Development plans refer to:
• 5-year Sector Strategic Plan developed by relevant ministry departments and approved by Minister (MONRE, MAF, MOICT, MPTW, MEM)
• 5-year Provincial Sector Strategic Plans developed by provincial agencies (PONRE).
• 5-year Provincial Socio-Economic Development Plans developed and implemented by provincial government.
Sub-project indicators 5a to 5c: The sub-indicators disaggregate the parent indicator to track the relative strength of relevant MONRE and MPI or NIER in
supporting provinces and sectors to integrate environmental management into development planning in line with the country’s new Green Growth priorities.
Sub-indicator 5a.
Plans supported by
0
MONRE departments on
0
0
0
0
8
8
(2017)
environmental monitoring
arrangements (number)
Achievements:
Sub-indicator 5b.

0

-

-

0

0

0

0
(2017)

-

-

0

0

0

52

0

7

7
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Plans supported by
MONRE departments on
ISP and/or SEA (number)
Achievements:
Sub-indicator 5c.
Plans supported by MPI
or NIER on GG M&E
(number)
Achievements:

0

-

-

0

0

0

0
(2017)

-

-

0

0

0

0

-

-

0

0

0

53

0

5

5
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.

Intermediate Results Indicators
Cumulative Target Values
Baseline
Indicator Name
Revised indicator 1
(replaces original
indicator 1.1).
Staff of SDA and SDA
partner institutions that
received formal short
courses or participate in
study tours under the
project (number)

Dec. 2014 Dec. 2015 Dec. 2016

0
(2015)

-

-

1,300

Dec. 2017

June 2018

Dec. 2019

Dec. 2020

End Target
June 2021

1,500

2,500

2,700

3,000

3,000

Achievements:
0
1,315
3,713
7,134
Indicator definition: The intermediate indicator supports all PDO dimensions. It measures the number of individual staff of Sub-project Delivery Agencies (SDAs)
and SDA partner institutions that receive eligible training and so, indirectly the strengthening of SDA and partners’ institutions capacities. “Formal short courses”
refers to training with longer than 16 hours and less than 80 hours qualify. A person receiving several courses can be counted more than once.
Sub-indicator 1a: The sub-indicator disaggregates the parent indicator to measure the level of female participation in training and track potential gender issues.
The female beneficiary refers to the number of female participants in the total number of staff of SDAs and SDA partner’s institutions that receive formal short
courses or participate in study tours.
Revised sub-indicator 1a.
0
260
300
500
540
600
600
Female staff (Number)
(2015)
Achievements:
Revised indicator 2
(replaces original
indicator 1.3).
Score tracking the
development and
management of a NPA
system (point)

0

-

-

404

917

1,704

-

-

-

0
(2014)

0

0

0

25

50

70

90

90

Achievements:
0
0
0
0
0
15
Indicator definition: The intermediate indicator supports the PDO dimension “protected areas conservation” and “enforcement of wildlife laws.” It uses pointbased cumulative scoring to measure progress toward developing and managing a National Protected Area system [including “National Conservation Forests
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(NCF)” and “National Protection Forests (NPF)”]. The indicator calculation is based on a point system for key elements of a strong NPA management system, as
below:
Point system: 100 points total are potentially available for scoring, broken down as follows: Final report on Optimization of the NPA Management System,
including legal, policy, institutions, and financing (15 points); Baseline NPA Information Available (24 Final NCF Reports or 1 point each for 24 points total);
NPA Master Plan approved (21 points); NPA Management Guidelines officially approved by MAF (15 Guidelines or 1 point each for 15 points total); MAF DOF
Website Operational (7 points); Database for Tracking Investments in NPAs (8 points); Draft Decrees formulated to establish Two National Parks (5 points for
each park’s decree for 10 points total).
Revised indicator 3.
(replaces original
indicator 1.4)
Category 1 and Category
2 projects that are under
design, construction, or
operation that have a valid
Environmental
Compliance Certificate
(ECC) (percentage)

19
(2016)

-

-

19

20

30

40

50

50

Achievements:
19
19
36
50
Indicator definition: This indicator supports the PDO dimension: “environmental assessment management.” It measures the strength and effectiveness of the
provincial office of Natural Resources and Environment (PONRE) and relevant MONRE department in monitoring and managing the compliance of investment
projects classified as Category 1 (investment projects that have potentially limited environment and social impact) within the 7 provinces targeted and as Category
2 (investment projects that have potentially severe environment and social impact) in the whole country with environmental laws and Environmental Impact
Assessment (EIA)/Initial Environmental Examination regulations.
This indicator includes sub-indicators disaggregated by category and by sector that together provide a relatively full picture of progress toward improving
environmental and social risk management and assessment.
New sub-indicator 3a.
Category 1 hydropower
35
35
35
40
45
50
50
projects with ECC
(2016)
(percentage)
Achievements:

35

-

-

35

51

72

11
(2016)

-

-

11

20

30

Achievements:

11

-

-

11

37

70

New sub-indicator 3c.

0

-

-

0

10

30

New sub-indicator 3b.
Category 1 mining
projects with ECC
(percentage)

55

40

50

50

40

50

50
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Category 1 roads projects
with ECC (percentage)
Achievements:
New sub-indicator 3d.
Category 2 hydropower
projects with ECC
(percentage)
Achievements:
New sub-indicator 3e.
Category 2 mining
projects with ECC
(percentage)
Achievements:
New sub-indicator 3f.
Category 2 road and
railway projects with ECC
(percentage)
Achievements:
New indicator 4.
(replaces original
indicator 1.2 dropped)
Score tracking the design
and adoption of pollution
management instruments
(point)

(2016)
0

-

-

0

21

66

65
(2016)

-

-

65

70

75

65

-

-

65

78

81

10
(2016)

-

-

10

20

25

10

-

-

10

29

30

0
(2016)

-

-

0

10

20

0

-

-

0

13

30

0
(2017)

-

-

-

0

0

80

85

85

30

45

50

30

40

50

20

60

80

Achievements:
0
30
30
Indicator definition: This new indicator supports the PDO dimension: “environmental management and assessment.” By using a cumulative point-based scoring
system, it aims to track progress in development of pollution management instruments at national level and submission to the relevant authorities or processes
for approval. It is calculated on the basis of a cumulative point system, as below:
Point system: 100 points total are potentially available for scoring, broken down as follows: (a) Pollution Prevention and Control Regulation submitted for
approval (30 points), (b) Waste and Hazardous Chemical Management Regulation submitted for approval (20 points); (c) National Environmental Standard
Regulation submitted for approval (30 points); (d) National Pollution Control planning documents approved (20 points) including: Vision to 2030, 10-Year
Strategy (2016-2025), and 5-Year Action Plan (2016-2020).
New indicator 5.
0
0
50
75
90
90
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(replaces original
indicator 3.2 dropped)
Score tracking the
development of national,
provincial or sectoral
guiding documents and
planning tools that
integrate environment into
development planning
(point)

(2017)

Achievements:
0
0
10
Indicator definition: This indicator supports the PDO dimension: “environmental management and assessment.” By using a cumulative point-based scoring
system, it aims to track delivery of specific guiding documents and planning tools supported by MPI/NIER and relevant MONRE (DPC and DEQP) sub-projects
and submitted to relevant authorities or processes for approval. It is on the basis of a cumulative point system, as presented below:
Point system: 100 points total are potentially available for scoring, broken down as follows: (a) National GG Strategy (15 points), (b) Integrated Spatial Planning
Guidelines (15 points), (c) SEA Guidelines (10 points), (d) 6 Provincial Integrated Spatial Plans (5 points each for 30 points total), (e) 2 SEAs (10 points each for
20 points total), and (f) ENR M&E Guidelines (10 points).
Revised indicator 6.
(replaces original
indicator 2.1)
Village organizations that
meet the terms of
Conservation Agreements,
and as a result, receive
grants for implementing
their action plans
(number)

0
(2014)

0

0

10

55

150

170

190

190

Achievements:
0
0
0
0
0
14
Indicator definition: This indicator supports the PDO dimension “protected area conservation.” It measures the strength and effectiveness of Protected Area
conservation at village/community level in and surrounding the 11 PAs supported by the project (see PDO indicator 1). Protected Area conservation is carried out
through the development and implementation of village/community Conservation Agreements, a process that includes action plans, grant management, and
participatory land use plans (PLUP).
Sub-indicator 6a: The sub-indicator measures the participation of women in development and implementation of village/community Conservation Agreements
process.
Revised sub-indicator 6a.
0
0
0
10
35
100
130
160
160
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Village organizations with
at least 40% female
participation (number)
Achievements:
New indicator 7.
(replaces original
indicator 2.2)
Area within selected PAs
where the status of
selected wildlife
population and threats are
measured (hectare)
(annual)

(2014)

0

0

0

0

0

-

242,000
(2016)

-

-

242,000

242,000

400,000

500,000

634,000

634,000

Achievements:
242,000
242,000
0
240,873
Indicator definition: This indicator supports the PDO dimension “protected area conservation” and “wildlife law enforcement” by tracking the area within the 11
Protected Areas (see PDO indicator 1) in which a regular wildlife assessment takes place. The assumption is that effective and efficient PA management requires
access to reliable management information. The measurement of the status of the selected wildlife population and threats is carried out on the basis of patrolling
activities. Patrolling activities are conducted by patrol teams (foot patrols and mobile patrols) which involve protected area staff and law enforcement staff (army,
police, DOFI). It includes data collection (measurement of the status of selected wildlife species), monitoring and reporting, wildlife crime prevention and
detection as well as threat identification.
New indicator 8.
Area within selected PAs
where the gross forest loss
rate is measured (hectare)

305,000
(2016)

-

-

305,000

-

-

-

1,250,000

1,250,000

Achievements:
305,000
305,000
0
350,000
Indicator definition: This indicator supports the PDO dimension “protected area conservation” by tracking the area within the 11 Protected Areas (see PDO
indicator 1) in which gross forest cover change is tracked. The gross forest loss rate is based on remote sensing analysis.
Revised indicator 9.
(replaces original
indicator 2.3)
Wildlife crime cases
detected by law
enforcement officers of

188
(2016)

-

-

188

630

58

1445

2040

3100

3100
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SDAs supported by the
project (number)
Achievements:
188
188
349
941
Indicator definition: This indicator supports the PDO dimension: “wildlife law enforcement.” It aims at measuring the strength and effectiveness of Sub-project
Delivery Agencies (SDAs) to prevent and detect international and domestic wildlife crimes through the implementation of their core activities such as patrolling,
check point control, etc. Wildlife crime cases detected refers to domestic and/or international evidence of a potential crime detected, inspected, found and/or
confiscated.
Revised indicator 10.
(replaces original
indicator 3.1) Financing
mobilized by EPF each
year from (a) public
sources and (b) private
sources (US$) (annual)

800,000
(2014)

800,000

800,000

850,000

1,100,000

1,300,000

1,500,000

1,600,000

1,600,000

Achievements:
800,000
800,000
1,124,000
1,023,000
1,336,000
1,053,577
Indicator definition: This indicator measures the capacity of the Environment Protection Fund (EPF) to raise or convene financing to implement its priorities
related to LENS2 objectives and the country’s emerging Green Growth strategy.
Sub-indicator 10a and 10b: These sub-indicators disaggregate the parent indicator to measure the share of public and private sources in financing mobilized by
EPF.
Sub-indicator 10a.
350,000
Funds from public sources
350,000
350,000
350000
450,000
550,000
650,000
700,000
700,000
(2014)
(US$) (annual)
Achievements:

350,000

350,000

309,000

376,000

305,000

177,000

Sub-indicator 10b.
Funds from private
sources (US$) (annual)

450,000
(2014)

450,000

450,000

500,0000

650,000

750,000

Achievements:

450,000

450,000

815,000

647,000

1,031,000

876,577
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850,000

900,000

900,000
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